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Benjamin Peret

NATURAL HISTORY
The Four Elements
The world is made of water,

earth,

air,

and

fire,

and the earth

round but is really shaped like a bowl. It's a breast in the sky;
the other one rises in the middle of the Milky Way.
isn't

Earth

The earth breeds
ing

it

flies,

diurnal

phantoms

in

charge of guard-

when it's hot. In cold weather, the earth dries out and turns

gourd so it doesn't need guards, but in the summer, smoke
streams from its ears, and without flies which guide the smoke
toward the sky, the clouds would drag on the earth like dirty
into a

rags.

Sprinkled with water, the earth produces:

from which the kiss is extracted.
There are two kinds of lipsticks: lipstick undulating in long
waves which, through distillation, turns into flags, and light lip1.

Lipstick

whose flowers produce the kiss. The kiss, moreover, can
occur in two different ways
either by drying the flower picked
just as it's opening or by crushing the seeds, which creates an
stick

—

extremely volatile essence, very difficult to preserve.
2.
The Turkish bath which is created by kneading moistened
earth with curdled milk and makes so much noise
relegated little by little to the desert regions.
3.
4.

The
The

has been

frog which slowly devours the earth.
cello

arthritis and,
ity for

it

which

when

used more and more in the treatment of
crushed into powder, enjoys a great popularis

the washing of fine lingerie because

it

doesn't

damage the

colors.
5.

Myopics

in boiling

which can be made by softening some earth
Chinese tea, and then cooking it in a double boiler.
glasses,

Many

things continue to be extracted from the moistened
earth, including the compass, the spicy sausage, the
boxer, the
preposition, etc., which were still being used by our

grandmoth-

ers but today are only

found

in

antique shops.
5

By blowing on

the earth, that

is

by injecting

air into

it,

you

can get gooseberries with gentle breaths and, with violent puffing, tricycles.

The use

of mechanical processes (whose origins will be ex-

plained later on), allowing the greatest quantities of air to be

blown into the

earth, has created the sieve, obtained by taking

earth stained with chicken droppings and projecting
of air maintained at the ambient temperature. Clay,
into dust, shut inside a container

powerful

where the

it

into a jet

when

dried

air is agitated

by

a

and then switched every five minutes from the
freezing point to 122 degrees and vice versa, will produce the
concierge. Invented by Albert the Great, it has been greatly improved over the years but wears out much faster than in the old
fan,

days.

under three atmospheres of
pressure and subjected to a very low temperature, earth is transformed into a knitting needle. By increasing the pressure and
In a container filled

with

air

lowering the temperature, you get the blackbird, the cradle, the

green pea, and the horrible motorcycle.
In thin toasted slices, earth

changes into

thick slices, subjected to a raging

fire,

a fish

become

hook, while

a urinal;

shaped

into balls, bursting into flames, earth produces grasshoppers;

you make these

balls bigger,

moustaches are the

if

result.

Fire

An

essentially mineral element, fire lies

dormant

in stones

and eggs. Trembling stones when moistened and then exposed to
the sun give off the best fire, velvety and aromatic, popular today
for burning

because

if

down churches;

the trembling

is

it's

not necessary to shake these

too pronounced, the

fire

a lot

goes out

—

anyone that
touches them, giving an inoculation against begonia, which
makes the person suffering from it yawn all day long. If the
stone's trembling is sporadic, the fire coughs and spits up some
kind of froth that extinguishes it and gives birth to fleas, so
dreaded by dyemakers because of the damage they do to colors.
this
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makes

tartar sauce with needles that prick

Disturbed by the mere presence of fleas, the colors actually lose
their brilliance and clarity to such an extent that it becomes impossible to obtain a uniform color.

On

the other hand, this dis-

dyemakers who want mottled
tones. They then lock equal amounts of fleas and coloring in a
ruptive action

is

avidly sought by

closed container and keep the mixture at a fairly high temperature, for different

amounts

of time, depending

on whether they

want marbled streaks or wavy patterns.
Left out in the rain all winter, wind stones produce a fierce
fire which is very short-lived if you aren't careful to plunge the
stones into the sea before using them, that is before putting them
in a cage made out of reeds which is very good for kindling fires.
This fire then attracts moles which stoke it, making it both flare
up and last much longer.
There are an immense number of fires known on earth. The
most ordinary is fire in strips from which bottles are extracted

—

when

these bottles are dipped in a bath of quinine, they in turn

burst into flames with such intensity that special tools are needed

them

which are so resistant and light children
make kites out of them. There is also fire in clogs, created by
combining a sleeping car with a handcart, which composers fervently search for because when it is stretched out on a soft and
to cut

into planks

well-brushed bed, and lightly sprinkled with

symphony; when sprayed with

common

stinking

fires,

fire, is

salt, it

ink, the opera.

One

radiates the
of the

most

created by soaking bishops in cod-

emits a foul odor but helps in the cultivation of asparagus because it destroys the drawers which gnaw on them as soon
liver oil. It

as they re born.

mice and rats

Another example is cloud fire which prevents
from nesting in inhabited dwellings; sliding fire

which perishes

as

soon as

it

leaves the syringe; chiffon fire, indis-

pensable in pastry shops; ostrich fire, which all young girls slip in
their bodices on the evening of their first dance; fire which limps,
a

terror for doctors because

causes epidemics and therefore is
appears with leak sprayings; whipped
it

combatted as soon as it
fire, which troubles the villagers sleep the
night before harvest
day; fire shaped like staffs, all kinds of fire
in capsules, powdered, dry, black and white, piebald, bombastic, etc.

—
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All of these

more or

less

pure forms of

fire

can be readily

—

found on every surface of the globe, but it's easy to clean them
either with fishbones or by passing them through filter paper
soaked in vinegar. Other varieties of much rarer fires are known,
such as fire with buttons which blondes wear so well, brain fire
that

is

very

difficult to

make by crushing turkeys with crouch

grass until you get a thick paste that

dried out in the sun after

is

it

has been sprinkled with equal amounts of very fine iron and
copper shavings. If the shavings are not fine enough, the paste
can be poured and made into pennies;
birds

come

to peck at the paste

which

if

the filings are too fine,

will

explode very quickly,

emitting a cloud of black dust that sticks to the skin and only
disappears with a coating of tincture of iodine. With a kilogram of
this stuff, in a

few days you can get

a

knob of brain

fire

by break-

on any wool
which would go absolutely wild. Crushed in its turn and mixed
with powdered sunflowers, it is used as tea by women who want
to have beauty marks.
Among the rare fires, let us also mention fire with shutters,
which shoots up from volcanic ashes long after the eruption at
the rate of several grams per ton of ashes treated in cider (it is
ing the dried paste apart.

very

rare); jowl fire,

It's still vital

used as

a

not to

let

it fall

decorative pattern; flying

prohibited in milliners' shops because

it

incites the

fire,

workers

to

which can be found in the
the morning; crossbow fire,

revolt against their boss; rose fire,

woods

in

the spring, very early

in

which is a very rare disease peculiar to snails (one out of ten
thousand catches it); shivering fire; fire with suspenders; and finally, crumb fire that the female penguin secretes sometimes
but this evaporates in just a few seconds
while laying its eggs

—

unless you place

it

very quickly

in fresh

cream.

translated by Keith
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Hollaman

Margaret Atwood

ORPHEUS
You walked

me

pulling

in front of

me,

back out

green light that had earlier

to the

grown fangs and

killed

me.

was obedient, but
numb, like an arm
gone to sleep; the return
to time was not my choice.

I

By then

I

was used

Though something
like a

my

whisper,

to silence.

stretched between us

like a rope:

former name,

drawn tight.
You had your

old leash

with you, love you might

call

it,

and your flesh voice.
Before your eyes you held steady
the image of

me

was

It

I

to

become: living again.
this

was your

and

what you wanted

floral,

already

hope of yours that kept

me

following.

hallucination, listening

and you were singing me:

new

skin

was forming on me

within the luminous misty shroud
of

my

there

I

other body; already

was

dirt

on

my

hands and

I

was

thirsty.

could see only the outline

of your head and shoulders,

mouth,
and so could not see your face
at all, when you turned
black against the cave

9

and

called to

me

because you had

The last
saw of you was a dark oval.
Though knew how this failure
would hurt you, had to
fold like a grey moth and let go.

already lost me.
I

I

I

You

10

could not believe

I

was more than your

echo.

THE ROBBER BRIDEGROOM
He would

not to

like

He would
men have,

what he imagines other

instead of this red compulsion.
fail

him and

like

kill.

die badly?

Why

He would

do the

like to kill

women
them gen

finger by finger and with great tenderness, so that

end they would melt into him

at the

with gratitude for his

he
if

still

skill

and the

believes he could bring

final pleasure

them

only they would accept him,

much and make him
the soul, rummaging

but they scream too

Then he goes

for

in their flesh for

it,

angry.

despotic with self-pity,

hunting among the nerves and the shards
of their faces for the

one thing

he needs to

lost

live,

and

back there in the poplar and spruce forest
in the

watery moonlight, where his young bride,

pale but only a

little

frightened,

her hands glimmering with his
death, gropes her

own approaching

way towards him

along the obscure path, from white stone
to white stone, ignorant

dreaming of him

as

he

is.

and singing,

A PAINTING OF ONE LOCATION
It's

a

and no end

after

this place

all;

merely the oasis

which you can see
a
if

PLAIN

journey with no end

in sight,

is

ON THE

as temporary,

one-night stand,

permanence makes you nervous.

There's nothing for us to do
apart from

what

to keep

life

going:

we

we

drink,

eat,

together;

is

needed

we

down

lie

you want more,

if

there's the sky to admire,

serene as the evening before a war,

few dry trees
and the vacancy of the desert
a

where tomorrow we will go out again
to make tracks in the sand
the wind will cover soon enough,
along with the bones

we

also can't help making.

You

could be sad because there

or happy because there
at least this

The

is

much.

sun's too hot, the water's poor,

the food

is

minimal, and

I

still

believe in free will:

the feast we're eating
in this

12

isn't

golden haze of dust

more,

is

either a dead animal

or a blessing

Take your

your hands,
watch how it runs through your fingers
like sand or your own blood
into the ground you stand on
or both.

life in

which is covered with stones and hard
and cloudy and endless as heaven.

Now you know

where you

are.
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INTERLUNAR
Darkness waits apart from any occasion for
like sorrow it is always available.
This

is

it;

only one kind,

the kind in which there are stars

above the leaves,

brilliant as steel nails

and countless and without regard.

We

are walking together

on dead wet leaves in the intermoon
among the looming nocturnal rocks
which would be pinkish grey
in daylight, gnawed and softened
by moss and ferns, which would be green,
in the musty fresh yeast smell
of trees rotting, earth returning
itself to itself

and

I

take your hand, which

would be
I

wish to

is

the shape a hand

you existed truly.
show you the darkness
if

you are so

afraid of.

Trust me. This darkness

you can enter and be
as safe in as you are anywhere;
you can put one foot in front of the other
and believe the sides of your eyes.
is

a place

Memorize

it.

again in your

When

You

own

will

know

it

time.

the appearances of things have

left

you,

you will still have this darkness.
Something of your own you can carry with you.

74

We

have come to the edge:

the lake gives off
in the

its

hush;

outer night there

calling, like a

is

a

barred owl

moth

against the ear, from the far shore

which

The

is

invisible.

and dimensionless

lake, vast

doubles everything, the stars,
the boulders,

even the darkness

you can walk so long
becomes light.

that
it

itself,

in

75

Federico Garcia Lorca

SLEEPLESS CITY

(NOCTURNE OF BROOKLYN BRIDGE)
Nobody's sleeping

in the sky.

Noboby, nobody.

Nobody's sleeping.

The

creatures of the

moon

sniff at their cabins

and

circle

around

them.

The

living iguanas will

and those

who

the incredible

Nobody

flee

still

in this

come and

bite

men who

with broken hearts

will

don't

dream

meet on corners

crocodile under the tender protest of the stars.

world

is

sleeping.

Nobody, nobody.

Nobody's sleeping.
There's a corpse in the furthest cemetery

who screamed
because he had

for three years
a

dry landscape

in his

knee;

and the boy who was buried this morning cried so much
they had to call out the dogs to quiet him.
Life isn't a

We
or

fall

we

dream. Watch out! Watch out! Watch out!

down

the stairs to eat the

climb to the edge of

damp

snow with

earth

the choir of dead dahlias.

But there's no forgetting and no dream:
flesh lives. Kisses tie

up our mouths

mesh of raw veins
and whoever is hurt by his sorrow will be endlessly sad
and whoever is frightened by death will carry death on
in a

his

shoulders.

Some day
the horses will live in the taverns

and the raging ants
will attack the

yellow skies sheltered

in

the eyes of cows.

Another day
we'll watch the resurrection of dissected butterflies
and walking through a landscape of grey sponges and mute boats

76

well see our rings glisten and roses pour from our tongues.

Watch out! Watch out! Watch out!
Those who still keep traces of the claw and the rainstorm,
that young boy who's crying because he doesn't know of the

in-

vention of the bridge,
that corpse

who now

we'll drive

them

all

more than a head or a shoe,
the wall where iguanas and snakes are

hasn't any

to

waiting,

where the bear's fang is waiting,
where the mummified hand of the
and the camel's skin
Nobody's sleeping

bristles

with

in the sky.

child

is

waiting

a violent blue fever.

Nobody, nobody.

Nobody's sleeping.
But

if

anyone

closes his eyes,

whip him, boys, whip him!
want to see a panorama of open eyes
and of bitter burning wounds.
Nobody in this world is sleeping. Nobody, nobody.
I'm telling you that.
I

Nobody's sleeping.
But if at night anyone has too much moss on his temples,
open the trapdoors so he can see by moonlight
the false cups, the

venom and

the skull of theaters.
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DEATH
for lsidoro de Bins

What a strain!
What a strain for
What a strain for
What a strain for
What a strain for
And the horse,
what
what

And

a

sharp arrow he pushes out of the rose!

a

grey rose

from

rises

his underlip!

the rose,

what
is

become dog!
the dog to become swallow!
the swallow to become bee!
the bee to become horse!
the horse to

and screams

a flock of lights

caught

And

in the living

sugar of

its

stem!

the sugar,

what

And

little

daggers

it

dreams

in its vigil!

the tiny daggers,

what

a

moon without

stables! they

What nudes with eternal and
And out on the eaves

go looking

rosy skin!

I

what

a

flaming seraph

I

look for and become!

But the plaster arch

how
no

great,

strain at

how
all!

invisible,

how

tiny,

for!

MOON AND PANORAMA OF INSECTS
(Love Poem)
The moon glows on
the

wind

and

cries in the sail

mild movement

raises in a

waves

the sea,

and

of silver

blue.

—ESPRONCEDA

My
if

heart might take the shape of a shoe

each village had a siren.

But night

is

interminable

when

it

leans

and there are ships asking to be looked

on the
at in

sick

order to be able to

sink in peace.

If

the wind blows softly

my heart takes the shape of a girl.
When the wind refuses to leave the canebrakes
my heart takes the shape of a thousand years of bull-droppings.
Row, row, row, row,
toward the battalion of unequal points,
toward a landscape of pulverized ambushes.
Level night of snow, of suspended systems.

And

the

moon.

The moon!
But not the moon.

The

fox of the taverns,

the Japanese rooster that eats

its

own

eyes,

the chewed-up grasses.

Tapeworms under

glass can't save us,

neither can the herbalists

where the metaphysician

meets the other gradients of the sky.

The shapes
is

are a

lie.

All that exists

the circle of oxygen mouths.
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And

the moon.

But not the moon.

The

insects,

the tiny dead things on the shores,

extended sorrow,
a sliver of iodine,

the hordes on a knife-edge,
the nude kneading everyone's blood,

my

and

love that's neither a horse nor a burn,

creature

My

whose

breast

was devoured.

love!

Now

they sing, shout shriek: Face
,

The apples are

,

Your

face! Face!

equal,

the dahlias are identical,
the light has a taste of perfect metal

and

the field entirely a gloss will cover the cheek of a coin.

But your face covers the banqueting

Now

they sing! shout! shriek!

They

cover!

It's

skies.

Climb! Frighten!

necessary to travel, quickly!, through the waves, through the

branches,

through the uninhabited medieval streets that descend

to the

river,

past the leather shops

where you can hear a wounded cow's horn,

up the stairs, without being frightened!, up the stairs.
There is a colorless man who is swimming in the sea;
he is so delicate that the searchlights playing on him eat his heart.
And in Peru a thousand women live, oh insects!, who night and
day

make nocturnes and parades

A

small corrosive glove holds

On my

handkerchief

I

felt

crisscrossing their

me

20

of your feet,

my

the crack

love,

veins.

back. That's enough!

of the first vein breaking open.

Take care

own

your hands!

now have

and

my

I

face!

This

fire

my

to surrender

face!,

oh

chaste for

my

my

my

face,

face that's been devoured!

desire,

this

confusion anxious for equilibrium,

this

innocent pain of gunpowder

will alleviate the

in

my

eyes,

anguish of another heart

eaten up by nebulae.

The shoemaker's

sort of people won't save us,

nor landscapes that make music by discovering rusty keys.

The melodies
is

are a

lie.

The only thing

that exists

a cradle in the attic

that records everything.

And

the

The

insects,

moon.
But not the moon.

the insects alone,
the cracklers, the biters, the shakers, the swarmers,

and the moon
with a glove of smoke seated
The moon!!

in the

door of

its

ruins.

New York

,

January

translated by Louis

4,

7

930

Hammer
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Ted Kooser

A QUARTER

MOON JUST BEFORE DAWN

There's sun on the moon's back

up
a star that she's dropped in her garden.
And stars keep falling,
through little holes in the bottoms

as she stoops to pick

of her sweater pockets.

She's stretched

them out

by hiding her hands
big peasant's

all

hands

with night under their

22

these years

nails.

—

AN EMPTY SHOTGUN SHELL
It's

a

handsome thing

—

uniform
crimson and brass

in its
all

—

standing guard
at the gate to the field,

but something
is

wrong

at its heart.
It's

dark

in there,

so dark a whole night

could squeeze

in,

could shrink back up in there
like a spider,

a black

one

with smoke

in its hair.

23

Marilyn Johnson

THE DETACHMENT
would be like the liver or kidney
only it would filter grief.
It would swell every time it heard
something sad. Unlike the heart
It

when it got too heavy
and dumbly find its way back,
it

could

fall

on an incredible journey,

a cat

the long

The

way

back.

stink of lilacs tells

on the other

It sits

under

a clean

Through
a

out

it

when

side of the

to stop.

highway,

white veterinarian's

the pine trees

sign.

watches

it

driveway, a landing strip

for grief.

Mangy now,

from the journey,

old,

stuck with burrs
it's

the neighbors recognize.

a

beast

The

crunches across the gravel of

He

vet
his parking lot.

leans over the sad, full thing.

With

his knife

and lances

it.

he finds the hurt

He

fixes

it

right there by the side of the highway,

where the witnesses

24

stood.

Charles Simic

NORTHERN EXPOSURE
When
In a

old

women

say,

it

smells of snow.

whisper barely audible

Which

still

rouses the sick

So he opens

his eyes

man

wide and

upstairs

lets

them

fill

With the grayness of the remaining daylight.

When
And

old

women

truly today

say,

In

it,

still

wristwatch to

it is.

visit.

haven't shaved

his ear

and

listens.

something small, subterranean

And awful

When
And

quiet

no one came to

While the one they
Lifts the

how

old

in intent,

women

chews

rapidly.

say, time to turn

on the

lights.

one gets up to do so.
For now there are loops and loose knots around their feet
not

a single

As if someone is scribbling over them
With a piece of charcoal found in the cold

stove.
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A QUIET TALK WITH ONESELF
As spring flowers

are promised by

Seed-sellers in their

You

too were once

Only

new

full

catalogues.

of promise.

to lapse, woefully,

my

friend.

Cultivated garden's perfect rows

Marshalling their bright colors

How

I

hate such images

—

Some rosy-cheeked Rose
For the

ass's

What with

—

clipping sweetheart roses

wreath, the dull-eyed one

who ought

to be rapt.

his easy source of daily sustenance:

Pulling loads of potatoes, an occasional coffin,

Or
It

just a cart full of

seems

to

me

happy children

at the fair.

moods are best walked off
toward some provisional infinity.

these

In a straight line

With many head-shakes, groans too,
Under the leaves which must wonder too

at their

own

gradual

disappearance.

But

I

digress. Just like that unfortunate

Mr. Poe:

Compulsive ratiocination on the subject of the self
In the guise of a polar voyage without the means of retreat.
While the poor ass keeps getting whipped and rained on
.

Each one of us

like

an ex-waiter: slightly bowed,

A

still

in

linen napkin

the crook of the arm.

Eyes upraised, seeking some angelic customer to serve

Some Daisy
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picking poppies instead of daisies.

—

.

.

Dick Barnes

THE ABSENCE OF THE ARTIST
about the desire or attempt of some artists in
this century to be completely absent from their works. Going
back in time, we could think of Pound or Browning hidden by a
mask to speak through, or of Stephen Dedalus's achieved DraI'd like

to talk

matic artist indifferent to his works and (somewhat vulgarly, I
always thought, as if Joyce were signalling that he wasn't Ste-

phen Dedalus) paring his fingernails; coming closer I think of
Samuel Beckett's character exasperated by his own voice as it
proceeds from one book to the next, longing for nothing but his
own absence, speaking only to find the last word and say it and

many ingenious schemes for rescuing his works from his own intentions
and the intentions of whatever performers may be involved,
then be silent

in the last dust; or

John Cage with

with the intention of involving everybody

in

his

an art that can im-

am
opinionated about all of these authors and would gladly share my
opinions but wish for now only to invoke their presence in our
thoughts while examining the issues raised not long ago when a
Nature according

itate

to Nature's

own mode

of operation.

I

The poet is William Stafford and
the critic Bob Perelman. The attack occurs in a talk entitled "The
First Person," published in the spring 1980 number of Hills, that

keen

critic

comes

attacked a good poet.

same question ("Who's writing it") from the angle
of language, or "Language." Perelman has been talking about
how the poetry of Pound and Olson loses energy when they "try
at this

hard to create

persona"

a

when he

down

goes on:

further than it needs,
want to read a part of a poem by William Stafford, which
I think is all persona in the worst sense. It's the persona
of the real life self speaking normally:

Just to nail this

a little

I

TRAVELING THROUGH THE DARK
Traveling through the dark I found a deer
dead on the edge of the Wilson River road.
It is usually best to roll them into the canyon:
that road is narrow; to swerve might make more
dead
.

.

.
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[here Perelman skips

two stanzas, but I think I'll include

them]

By glow

of the tail-light

I

stumbled back of the car

and stood by the heap, a doe, a recent killing;
she had stiffened already, almost cold.
dragged her off; she was large in the belly.
I

My fingers touching her side brought me the reason —
her side was warm; her fawn lay there waiting,
alive, still, never to be born.
Beside that mountain road I hesitated.
[here Perelman resumes]

The

aimed ahead its lowered parking lights;
under the hood purred the steady engine.
car

stood in the glare of the warm exhaust turning red;
around our group I could hear the wilderness listen.
I

—

thought hard for us all
my only swerving
then pushed her over the edge into the river.

I

—

,

So [Perelman continues], this is a 'Voice" poem. William
Stafford has "found his voice." It's all realistic, but all it
leads up to is the pathetic fallacy of "I could hear the
wilderness listen." A typical neo-academic dirge for nature. The poet is firmly in the driver's seat, "I could hear
the wilderness," and firmly in control of all meaning, "I
thought hard for us all." All the other work I've read
[that's to say William Burroughs, Robert Creeley, Gertrude Stein, Catullus, Frank O'Hara, Olson and Pound]
insists on the reader participating, which is reasonable,
seeing that language is as much in the reader's head as in
the writer's. But here, the I is in a privileged position,
unaffected by the words.

Now,

this gives

me my assignment. There are some things want
I

to say about "the persona of the real

life self,"

the "voice" poem,

the "pathetic fallacy," and William Stafford, that will put

me

in a

position to say something about the absence of the artist.

The pathetic
briefly. Maybe it

fallacy first, in
isn't a
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it

pathetic fallacy

can be dealt with most

when he

says, "I could

something unusual happens in the
car stopping by a highway, the ordinary

hear the wilderness listen."
wilderness, such as a

hopes

If

noises that go on

little

all

the time are suddenly quiet because the

and if you knew the wilderness
and were standing there by the dead doe behind your car, you
could hear that. But there are, elsewhere in Stafford's works,

wild things hold

still

and

listen;

plenty of examples of something that might be called the pathetic
fallacy. Think of the wind, or Wind World as he's called, that Stafford heard about one day

from

a

Joshua tree near Mojave:

Wind World always made friends with
the Indians, who wore feathers for him.
Even today when he finds an arrowhead
in the

dust or sand

he just leaves

Or

it

there.

think of the dandelion cavalry, surrounding a church:

After the service they depart singly
to mention in the world their dandelion faith:
"God is not big; He is right."

Or

think of the grass, the morning someone's heart stopped

and

And

A

"Forever?"
the grass: "Yes. Forever." While the sky

all

became

Think of the

still.

girl said,

sky. For William Stafford there are

—
no inanimate

objects:

the whole world is alive.
Breathe on its mirror again,
tease it along over the fern
lean with it toward the light.

It's

And

alive,

so, for

fallacious,
critical

brief

if

him, the attribution of feelings to objects can't be

and the pathetic

fallacy

becomes quite impertinent

as a

term. Actually the idea of the pathetic fallacy belongs to

mischievous period that sought to perceive

in

a

terms of

— what seemed for a while the scientific
— inmode, though I'm told science
has now outgrown
alienation and control

itself

stead of by identification and humility, which

it

is

the perceptive

mode of all true poets. This benighted period began perhaps with
Bacon and Descartes and ended with Blake (though not everybody noticed when it ended). Stafford's way of perceiving resem-
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bles the

animism

of an earlier age,

when

Sir Philip

instance could imagine that in the springtime

melted and the

dow might
broidered

warm

Sidney for

when

the

snow

breezes blew across a meadow, that mea-

start feeling sexy

and want to put on

new

a

coat

em-

over with flowers. Doctor Johnson argued that such

all

comparison

might be proper to say an embroidered coat is like a flowery meadow, but you can't say a meadow
is like embroidery because (if I remember his argument) the coat
is dignified by being compared to Nature but the meadow degraded by being compared to Art. A Cartesian distinction has
done its work on Dr. Johnson. Suffice it for now to go back to
a

is

incorrect:

it

Beckett and Cage: Beckett because the intolerable

charac-

fix his

where you would be if you applied the ideas
of Descartes (and Geulinx) with rigor; Cage because he once said,
ters are in

precisely

is

we

"In the Renaissance

opted for clarity and got

it.

now we

But

are in another historical period."

Next, the "voice" poem. Bob Perelman says sarcastically,
"

"William Stafford has 'found his voice.'
clarified

by something he had said earlier

What he means can

"what's

in his talk, that

personal in Frank O'Hara's poems doesn't come from
existing Frank O'Hara.

He never

'found his voice.'

Now

a pre-

not

It's

be

a re-

seems to me
quite true of O'Hara, and profound. The only profound thing I
know about poetry is that it's talking and listening at the same
time, and believe that's what Frank O'Hara does; but it seems to
cording of the

the self

self,

is listening."

this

I

me

know

both from things he has
said and from his other poems. In poems he likes to say things not
equally true of Stafford, as

I

for their truth value but to hear

king."

He likes to tell

can't do:

"Be

like

how

they sound: "Maybe I'm

the reader to do things he

knows

the sun." (Then he can listen to

one poem he climbs
cold waves, and the child

a

to look at the far

asks,

"How

the reader

how

it

dune with

after he's said that.) In

sounds

his child

you swim. Daddy,
in such a storm?"
"As far as was needed," said,
and as talked, swam.
far could

I

I

So
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to

me

the line

I

"I

thought hard for us

all

a

— my only swerving

has a redeeming tremor of uncertainty and
listening, while for

Bob Perelman

"firmly in control of

all

meaning." And

problem. Because while

I

claim that

poem

particular

it,

the self

I'd

say in this case

way

that opens

up

I

am

a dif-

agree with him that what's both

come from

personal and valid doesn't
of the poet,

I

about

merely represents the poet

it

correct and Perelman mistaken, but in a
ficult

life

a pre-existing

personality

can listen better than he can to this

I

precisely because of a familiarity with the poet

my own mind. The idea goes back nicely into
Perelman's essay: he quotes Frank O'Hara quoting Pasternak,
that is your soul. That is what you are." But this
"You in others
that does pre-exist in

—

soul-in-others, this William Stafford of
to hear that the poet

ford

if

is

listening,

is

my mind who enables me

dangerous character to Staf-

a

Stafford finds out about him:

You have

watch out, or a follower will
praise you, and the stumbles you need for your
will be
Is it all

to

harder to take.

right for us readers

our minds

when

pre-exists in his
this

William Stafford pre-exists in

this

if

we're reading, but crippling for the poet

is,

believe, precisely the self that

I

the poet desires be absent from his works.

works? But we have learned about

may

he

if

mind when he's writing? That may well be. And

mental William Stafford

hard, but

life

be true. In

my

it

It's in

us,

not

in

the

only from the works? That's

experience, poets don't talk

much

about their careers or what they have done to advance them,
maybe because there's no money in it anyway; I've found visual
artists,

who

can hope to produce salable artifacts, to be

more up front

in talking

gether they also

much

about their careers. (When they get to-

like to talk

about

real estate:

you can see why

So it was John Mason, a sculptor, who put it succinctly when he and were talking about this recognizable personality one's works create, a mysterious and powerful creation
who can confer intelligibility on poets and salability on sculptors:
"Yes you do have to have him and that's okay so long as he
doesn't look over your shoulder when you're trying to work."
that

would

be.)

I

The

personality prison or trap

Marxist or Descartes

a

self,

Cartesian

if

who would have made Marx a
he could, must be absent

in

us
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our personality-that-belongs-to-others is to flourish. In a recent ceramic sculpture show at the Whitney Museum it was remarkable that Robert Arneson's macroheroic self-portraits
(while wonderful) seemed like what they are, visual representaif

tions of the artist in various guises, while John Mason's pieces,

abstracts that didn't look like anybody at

made each one

of

them seem

like

all,

had

a

presence that

John himself, standing there

exercising his usual taciturnity.
In the

same way, what John Cage does

really

works.

He uses

chance operations, indeterminacy, various means of assuring

because he wants to get himself out of the

cal unpredictability,

way; then whatever
according to
cisely

its

own

is

there can be seen and heard to operate

nature

— and he does, and

when his self is gone his presence is there:

who-belongs-to-others; and
4'33" of our

own

lo-

it

it

does. But pre-

this

John-Cage-

does affect our appreciation of

concerthall silence, or whatever else he brings

our attention, by whatever means. He hasn't escaped from
that and doesn't need to because it's a listening, liberating
to

presence.

The Cartesian object-of-its-own-perception self,
is

a prison inescapable in its

perience palpably what

impasse
tion

we

like,

terms; Beckett allows us to ex-

how

absolutely intolerable an

an explosion of recognition and exaspera-

until in

it is,

it is

own

in Beckett,

are liberated, by miracle,

—

or

anyway

that's

what

happens to me when read Beckett. Beckett himself would never
acknowledge such a possibility because if he did, that possibility
would merely become incorporated as another cellblock of the
prison. To be possible liberation must be impossible. Which
doesn't explain, but illuminates, Beckett's inexhaustible and huI

mane

anger.

As

for William Stafford,

to him, to be

something

freedom seems

skillfully

to

come more easily

accepted rather than anything

achieved:
nibbling my thought,
often, in light, on the open hills
just as
you can pass an antelope and not know
even before you see
and look back, and then

Thus freedom always came

—

—
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—

—

something wrong about the grass.
And then you see.
there

is

That's the

way everything

—or anyway that's
how it sounds.

in the

world

is

waiting.

the kind of thing he likes to say, just to hear

This brings us to "the persona of the real
normally," which Bob Perelman says

is

life self

speaking

the worst kind. I'm not

agree with him there. "Speaking normally": for normalsounding speech to work in a poem the kind of art that hides art is
sure

I

needed, which

And

it

is

a rare

kind but not the less to be valued for that.

oughtn't be necessary to talk funny

all

the time just to

what you're saying is a poem. As John Cage says, everything is there already. The "real life self": we've already said
enough about the trap self and the self-in-others to be ready for
that, but want to bring up another consideration.
signal that

I

customary now for a poet to bring his poetry to other
people by standing up in front of them and reading it out loud.
Some poets even regard what they write as scores for performance, and any poet now is more aware of his own body as an
instrument than poets had to be during the time when their work
almost exclusively took the form of printed books. So when a
poet writes "I" in a poem he's as aware as Chaucer was that peoIt's

ple will first
in

front of

means either him, the poet standing there
them, or else someone the poet is impersonating.
suppose

it

Mouth, breath, voice, chest: the origin of the poem in the poet's
body became a matter of theory as well as practice at the hands of
Charles Olson and Robert Creeley (though claim it's been the
I

true practice

the real
it's

an

all

along). In these circumstances the "persona of

life self" is

not just

a fiction

or

lie,

though

it

may be both:

act.

That we see too many sloppy acts at poetry readings is beside
the point
the abuse is never an argument against the use
and
if a poet has an act that becomes entertainment instead of art
that's up to him, and his audience, and what they both want. The
act becomes entertainment when the "persona of the real life
self" becomes fixed and familiar, objectified, and therefore sub-

—

—
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ject to

judgment whether that judgment turn out

tion, derision, a
ist

is

to be admira-

warm chummy acceptance, or whatever. The art-

colder and as artist quite indifferent to judgment, like

Cunizza

Dante's Paradiso remembering her sins on earth. The
entertainer speaks in company, for the company, and listens (if

he

in

listens) in the self,

over against the company, to see

if

he's

The artist speaks from utter solitude, a solitude
that others (and maybe the artist himself when not occupied with
his art) can scarcely dare imagine, where the self is dead and the
soul opens inward upon eternity. What makes his act complete is
that, speaking that way, he listens at the same time, and in listening joins any others who may be hearing in a kind of casual com-

getting over.

munion.

I

know

this

sounds rather exalted, and to

as holy as anything else, but at the

same time

and everyday, involving the kind of wisdom we

me

it is

entirely

in fact

common

must have had

all

what it took to be "popular" in high school. We
were wiser than we knew, then, even in the words we used, because the name for the one sin that would keep anyone from
being popular no matter how accomplished or admirable in any
other way was to be "conceited." I'm arguing now that the conceit, or concept of oneself, is the very thing that makes the self a

when we

noticed

prison,

when in our true and inner nature we

itation,

being beyond any predication, and so, free. Yet to become

suffer no such lim-

aware of this freedom we must acquire, painfully, a thorough
and exact awareness of the conceit that afflicts us. Every man,
says the author of the Book

know

of Privy Counseling, is his

own

cross.

knowing is to be free of it
be blessedly absent from one's own works. Some-

the conceit in that deep kind of

and as poet to

body seems

to be there, as in

Frank O'Hara, to do

this, to

do that,

to be

the
center of all beauty!
writing these poems!
Imagine!

or in Stafford,
liking the cut of a thought,

But the poet
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To

is

we

could say "Hello."

out here with us, listening, imagining too.

was some time

It

came
"Traveling Through The

after reading Perelman's essay that

across another Stafford

poem

that like

I

Dark" had to do with driving along in a car at night; this one,
"The Dialectic Of The Mountains," is about driving home from
teaching a night class on literature, meditating in the car about
eloquence and the act of reading. Part of it seemed to allude to
Perelman's contention that in "Traveling Through The Dark"
"the poet

firmly in the driver's seat, T could hear the wilder-

and firmly

ness,'
all'

is

poem

the

Teachers

in control of all

meaning, T thought hard for us

says

live

by trying, have to drive and go carefully

past

the trumpet writers and beware the trumpet critics and

go around
Saddle Mountain, and sometimes not even reply to challenges; not say anything
where there is nothing in the car for the wise to say,
steering.

You need large eyes at night,

throat for carefully saying,
luck on the road, teaching State Extension Division Lit

109

.

So when he

was

visited

our campus

last

year I asked William Stafford

Perelman (or a non-reply). He said he hadn't
heard of the article, but would like to read it: "I might agree." I
showed it to him and he read it eagerly: "Yes, do agree," said he,
abandoning a difficult pose quicker than gravity pulls or gunners
if

that

a reply to

I

was thinking about something like that myself. That's
why put together a book of poems called Things Thai Happen
Where There Aren’t Any People." A brief glance at that book will bring
pretend:

"I

I

us to a conclusion.

one has to admit that amidst all its emptinesses and
lonesome wind, snowflake and juniper and fern under changes of
light, there are all these souls, his own and ours, if maybe without our conceits
no people, only us. In "Notice What This
Poem Is Not Doing" there are
First,

—

A

house, a house, a barn, the old
quarry, where the river shrugs.
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but the people are gone;
the light
along the hills has come, has found you.

Notice what this

— That

is,

I

guess,

it

poem has

not done.

anybody

hasn't included

cept the unpictured but noticing "you,"

but were found by

who

it.

In "Crossing

in the picture ex-

who didn't

find the light

The Desert" we're

the ones

are driving along invisible behind our headlights:

Pardon! Pardon!

—

the ditch at night is a church
where eyes burn their candles
mile after silent mile
to

meet whatever comes, whatever comes.

But maybe
this

world

in

the next incarnation

ours" means)

is

(if

we won't

that's

be in

what "the next time

a car:

out from the ditch
to find our cousins there safe

we'll cry

offering us their paws and letting
the light we bring return from their eyes
to shine forth, part of our own.
Identification

and humility, not alienation and control, are

how

we know, and knowing that way is all the safety we have. That's
why we're glad in "Dawn On The Warm Springs Reservation"
that we can't "give away, or buy, /or sell, or assign these hills" that
hold spirits the same way we've noticed junipers, in the fog, holding daylight.

And

it's

any

tree,

That's

same all over the world
any rock, any hill.

the

—

how we know the water, in "What It Is," because we're like

it:

It

has forgotten as soon as there is
anything to forget. It likes everything
but never notices itself. When still,
it says the sky.
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when

The Wind" says "Nobody home,
nobody home," and when we get to be more like "Nobody" so

That's why,

when

the "Hinge In

go by the engineer
no longer answers our wave,
and when

trains

we

learn of the

"End Of The

Man

Experiment,"

the whole world

one storm,

we aren't afraid. Or are we? We need poems like this to feel what
our fear is, how it comes from our conceit, and how it vanishes
whenever our conceit is vanquished, time after time; and how
sweet it can be, sometimes, when that happens, as in "Learning
Your

Place":

They have other

studies in their eyes
than anyone, the wolves that pace their bars,

and bonuses
no zoo-goer comprehends. "Invest a paw
and get a world," their shoulder says when they
turn. They own you once when you arrive,
then give you away for good: no elaborate
trial
a glance
you don't exist.
priorities afar,

—

—
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William Stafford

GROUND ZERO
While we

slept

—

found us last night, easing in
from The Coast, a few leaves at first,
rain

then ponds. The quietest person in the state
heard the mild invasion. Before it was over
every

field

At breakfast
while

we

knew

that benediction.

—

talked

some

birds passed, then slanted

north, wings emphasizing earth's weight

but overcoming

you

said.

Our

"There's no hope,"

it.

table

had some flowers

cascading color from their vase. Newspapers

muttered repression and shouted revolution.

A

breeze

easily.

My

lifted curtains,

"Why

can't

hand began

its

they waved

someone do something!"
roving, like those curtains,

and the flowers bending, and the far-off bird wings.
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SOME DAY
only the world, and only your time in

It is

the last breath, very soft.

Now

it; it is

only

the hours can go home:

they always wanted the quiet they have found.
only your faults that

It is

for

them

to go.

too, since

Some

when you
And

no one

place

some day

But

wander now

finally

will care

on the earth

again, like the

they will

lie

— no place
down

any more.

may happen, may catch
way Sunday was, or
it

crossed through the door the last time

—

your way of leaning your head,
that shadow and then slip and be gone.

the only thing

will catch in

the light,

left,
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Charles Wright

TO GIACOMO LEOPARDI
If

you are become an eternal

Refusing investiture

Or
In

if

IN

THE SKY

idea.

our pink rags,
wise beyond body and form.
you housel elsewhere a different sun
in

one of the other aethers,

from down here
Where our years are fanged and omnivorous,
Listen to what these words say, from one who remembers you.

on the front deck
Looking out through the slats and palm leaves.
The ocean horizonless and sending out signals,
start to unmarble
interminable spaces beyond it.
Silences so immense they sound like wind.
Like this wind that dismays me
With its calm

July 17th,

I

as

Over my

How

it

pulls the sheet of the night

head.

sweet

Whenever

it is

to

drown

in

such sure water.

you
On your left side through the clouds
Looking down on us,
our tongues tied, our friends all gone.
Our hearts and breaths with the air let out of them.
I

see

You make me

What day

did

bitter for being so

I

much

like

you.

take this picture you have no part in?

1959, no leaves on the trees, late

fall.

Ponte Pietra over the Adige.

Verona, early morning.

What purpose your
40

brief drifting along

my

course?

You

try to erase

your tracks
but you're too far from the ground.

You've throbbed enough.

worth your

Everything on the earth

is

Never

best,

to see the light

is

you

sighs.

say,

who were made
Your neck

of chalk like a vapor trail across the sky.

know you're up there, hiding behind
And the crystal of space.
I

Down
In the lurch
In

the

noon

light

here.

and gasp the day makes as

your black

The

for joy,

it

waits for you

and mother-of-pearl.

suit

mail comes, the garbage goes,

the paired butterflies

Dip and swoop

in

Bees

tongues

trail their

formation.

and tiptoe around the circumferences

Of

the melaleuca puffs.

Sucking the sweetness up, July 27th,

The hummingbird

asleep on her branch,

the spider

drawn up

in flame.

You kept reading and reading.
Vowel over consonant
then three steps to the stars,

And

there you languish,

outlined in flash points and solid geometry.
Epistle in tatters

.

.

.

You doom us who see your face.
You force on us your sorrow:
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So

frail

and

vile

throughout,
as ours

It

is.

assails the ear like paradise.

The moon goes up and goes down,
roused and quenched low.

You bend like a calling card away from
You doom us who see your face.

It's

the dawn.

the mind, not the body.

That bears us up and shines
If spirit is

a light in

our eyes:

nothingness.
I'd

rather the light came back than the light came on.

Noon, and you're there again on the other

Two
Of

kites

have nested

in

side of the sky.

the dry skirt

the palm tree

and scrape their voices
Against the windowpane of the

like fingernails

air

When

they flutter down, quick fingers, to feed their chicks.

You'd

like

it

on

this side,

I

think.

Summer

is

everywhere, your favorite.

And dirt still crumbles and falls like small
The wind blows in from the sea.
The girls are pretty and everyone is sad.

rain

from the hand.

The night is clear and incised,
The moon like a gold record
above the houses and avocado grove,

And

you're back,
floating behind the star's stitching.

Such fine thread to sip through.
Do you remember the pain of the way it was for you,
Teresa's song scratching the scab off your own youth

And approaching end,
The days not long enough, and
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the nights not long

enough

For you to suffer

it

all?

You'd do the same again.

And

live

same

the

I'll

bet,

life,

Paper umbrella above your head

To keep

snow

the

off,

the color of snowfall like curtains across your eyes.

Not one word has ever melted in glory not one.
We keep on sending them up, however.
As the sun rains down.

You
All those nights looking

Away from
In the

up

did

it

yourself.

at the sky,

wanting to be there

the grief of being here

wrong

flesh.

They must look funny to you now,
Rising like smoke signals into the infinite.
The same letter over and over,
big o

August 15th, and ten days
And 1700 miles from where we

last

and

little o.

spoke, less than a twitch

For you,

70 years into the past for

As the crow

And even

flies

me

and the weather burns.

here, like the

hand of a drowning man, your own hand

Points out from behind the stars
still

without urgency

The Bear and the dark waters
Each boat of flesh sets

Such hurt, and

I

sail

on

.

.

.

turn the page
to this place, built in

1912

By someone who'd never heard your name
But knew your face on clear nights
over

As you wheeled west, your mouth

full

Mt Caribou

of stars.
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wanted

That's

all

Think

of

When

the moon's like a golden tick on the

I

to say.

me now and

Gorged with

then, as

think of you

I

sky

light:

you're part of

Think of me now and then.
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summer

I'll

my

parts of speech.

think of you.

Carol

Muske

BIGLIETTO D'INGRESSO
I

rented a house

in the old

wall

Barbarino Val d'Elsa.

in

was

It

Roman

treehouse

like a

overlooking the wine-blue valley

and faraway, the towers of San Gimignano.

Three

stories

of the street,

down, beneath the stones
slept a few

of the town's Etruscans, city fathers,

happily buried below year
after year of the

The day
I

I

famous

chianti.

arrived

sat in a red chair

and looked out the windows
at the olive trees

and thought of August.

How

the house, like a

in a year,
its

kept

its

month

privacy,

calendar address,

guarded

its

doors, front

and back, as

made
then

a
a

if

each day

family of watchers,

family of revellers,

as the presses in the

made

Out

liquor

winery

from the hobbled

of that crude, useful

vines.

mouth,

from the hand of the lord
came the bounty of Harvest:
as
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the single light by which
the books of reckoning are read.

There was
still life I'd

my

a familiar

composed around

solitude, laying

my

knife

across the plate like a hunter

weapon

discarding his

in the

next to a stream, watching

become the brightest
in the landscape.

I

sun

it

object

watched

the scirocco leave the trees

trembling, one by one,

brushing them with studied casualness,
like

as

people stroking the hair of orphans

loss, in its

if

was an

—

beauty,

accusation, growing

stronger with each act of careless attention.

I

stalked

what the wind

tree by tree,

stalked grief

I

but grief didn't want

like

said,

me

—

—

the homeless child in the street,

her face a

little

mirror held up

against each solicitous expression:

Grief didn't need me,

it

never

did.

Grief had other subjects,
grief

had doors carved

Grief had

its

in the

great churches.

family.

So what was thinking of
that morning left the Uffizi
I

I
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early.

the ticket of admission forgotten

my

in

hand?

I

was going

meet you. It wasn't yet noon,
but we were already in the day
to

kept private by every night

we

did not

As

I

know

walked,

I

each other.

saw

my crooked house
On the sideboard,

the kitchen of
in the trees.

a pair of scales that tipped,

off-balance, letting a handful

outweigh a loaded coin,
lead counter-weight, and hang,

of fava beans
a

trembling

like

each space

the wind vacates.

When we shook

hands, the stamped ticket fluttered

away and
all

around

I

was happy

to see

us, paintings

of the local miracles: the saint

who

cheated no one, but believed

making things even occasionally,
by God, in this world of inequity.
in

The
I

light

was

perfect that day.

can see us clearly, weighing

each other below the mild eyes
of the saint, the orphans and the

ill,

transformed by Giotto into angels.
All along the street,

and

at

the doors of the embassy
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were those same children who
belong to no one, not even grief
and

I

how

see

now

the angel of justice

spins in the painter's eye,
tips the ancient scale

in

favor of the

left

hand, the

fistful

of fava, the lop-sided smile, the dirty
curls, the

stunted lamb, the crooked door

of love, opening

where we stand

that second before recovering,
at

our

the
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feet, held still in the

biglietto d'ingresso.

wind,

Dennis Schmitz

A
A man &

a

MAN & A WOMAN

woman

both held by her wings:

she flaps the wings

&

shake out,

lice

ping off the tin roof.

Below them the farmer's mongrel yips
into a sky defined by orchard rows.

Lost in jubilance, the dog
twists

up two-legged

But the

woman

is

rolls

&

irregularly

at the sight.

crossed

with wires; the red coated metal pulls
welts under her breasts,
divides to quivering hemispheres

the belly, pendulous,

waxy with

sweat.

Overhead they go in her agony,
from the ground an almost human coupling.
Skimming the limber April growth,
snagging open cuts,
they

mew &

snort in pain.

The wires move

as she tries harder

—

from the pubis one wire

comes out

How
how

a rust point that

won't

she hates her strength,

she longs for heaven.

callus.

STUNG
to anger, a kind of species outrage,
I

cursed

at night

knot

&

& vowed
when

to

go back

the wasps would cluster,

re-knot into entropy.

Now am
I

alone

&

between the barn

the implement shed

for a long while looking

my

but concentrating

up

polarity

down

here

feeling the planet turn

human weight

against

incredible friction showering off stars

its

which are the only other
until just inside the

to a rag

then flares
into

webs

a

long pole:

when wave
I

as

I

set fire

I

wet with cooking

wired to

I've

shed

light

oil

it

smoulders

it

inch the pole high

to the corner nest

iridescent with wings.
It's

hard to do what the eye

tells

coordinate the distant

fire as

the long pole flexes

off bits of
(I

&

burning rag or bodies

can't distinguish)

they

fall

among machinery,

illumine, close-up, levers

&

gears, a greasy differential

set
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down between

saw-horses.

us

—

Bruce Weigl

KILLING CHICKENS
Never mind what you

The

old

man

think.

did not rush

Recklessly into the coop the last minute.

The chickens hardly stirred
For the easy way he sang to them.
Red sun is just burning out
Past slag heaps by the mill. The old man
Touches the blade of his killing knife
With his fat thumb.
Lm in the backyard on a quilt
Spread out under the heavy, dark plums

He cooks for his whiskey.
He walks among the hens singing
His chicken song way down in his

throat

Until he finds the one who's ready

And he
What

holds her to his barrel chest.

you think?
Did you think you just jerk the bird
From her roost and hack her head off?
did

Beyond the coop
I

see the fleeting white dress of

my grandmother

As she crosses and recrosses the porch

To

fill

How

the bucket with scalding water.

come

easy the feathers will

When she drowns them for plucking
And clouds the air with a stench
I

can't stand not to breathe.

I'm not even a boy yet but

The

old

man

I

watch

sing out into the yard.

His knife already at the chicken's throat

And everything begins to spin in my world
He slices off the head without a squawk
And swirls the bird in circles, a fine

—
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Blood spray fanning out far enough

To

reach

me where

Obediently, where

The head

the old

wait

I

I

can't stop

man

watching

picks up.

His free hand become the puppet chicken

Clucking
Until

I

at

me, pecking

me down,

All

over his hands.

He

did

tell

He

it

so

myself

did

it

I

all

these years later.

was his last summer
August he didn't feel the fly

because

sat

it

cancerous ear and lay

didn't feel the

As he

clucking, laughing, blood

would remember him

Among us. In
Come into his
He

head with the cold beak

cry for him to stop

Until he pins

I

my

eggs.

maggots hatch

dazed with

pills in

the sun.

He pecked my head and laughed out
Out of love he snatched me roughly
And sang the foreign songs
Way down in his throat.
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its

of love.
to his chest

1955
After mass father rinsed the chalice with wine

Again and again.

Drunk before noon
He'd sleep

it

off in the sacristy

While the other altar boys and

Rummaged through
The

I

the sacred things, feeling up

blessed linen and silk vestments.

Swinging the censer above us so
We put our hands on everything

Then woke the

it

whistled.

we

could reach

father for mass.

summer the wool cassock itched
And sweated through to the white
In

lace surplice.

I

My head
So

I

from the incense
mumbled through the Latin prayers

And

reeled

learned to balance the paten

Gracefully under their chins,

Turned away from the

face

priest

Who

dipped into the cup

As

to pluck a fish

if

my

And just like that something took me by
And saw myself

the brain

I

Torn

loose

from the congregation,

Floating in the air like an impossible

Balloon of myself and

This must be what

I

my

thought
life is

Though didn't know what it meant
And couldn't move or swallow and thought
I

I

Until father scowled and

Railing to the next

I'd

nudged me down the

panic

altar

mouth

Open in the O of acceptance
So much like a scream
That
I

can't get out of the lungs.

don't

.

.

.

know why my hands should shake

I'm only

remembering something.
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Peter Sears

TO A YOUNG WOMAN CONSIDERING
When
you

everything you touch
could,

When everywhere you
it's

already touched,

is

even

can't sleep, can't eat, can't

remember when you

you go on

are you

so stupid, stupid not to go

with the sun,

Down

down with

want

to leave,

leaves spiraling,

with the duck pulled under

roll

down and

die

it's

not doing well at

there in the

snow my

roll in,

— even now, you go on living.

Would you help me with my
See,

living;

down

by the muskrat, waves, they don't
they

all,

plant?

and out

friend's car

is

stuck.

He needs a hand. What do you think? —
More light? A bigger pot? And what do
to
if
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my

SUICIDE

I

say

your child perhaps someday,
she goes out, as you have, under the long shadow?
child, to

Rainer Maria Rilke

LATE UNCOLLECTED POEMS: A SELECTION

VASE PAINTING
Supper

how our

Notice

And wine

moonlight through

in the clouds.

Dead

cups penetrate each other

without clinking.
like

of the

Oh

quiet

its

passes through wine

reflection

waning of the world

and the clinking's delicate absence plays

.

.

.

like a

butterfly with other butterflies

dancing around

a

warm

stone.

Blind mouthfuls arch without the slightest coarseness,

feeding on nothing, in fact, like the amoeba,

even as
I

let

I

raise

them

closer to

each space remain just as

my
it

mouth,

was:

and the only thing which can move
is

me

the dancer's step.
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Oh, not

to be excluded

not to be cut off

by such an insubstantial wall

from the measure of the
Inner self, what is that?
If

stars.

not a risen sky

through which birds are hurled,
deep with the winds of return.
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a

sky

Now
my
it

nothing can prevent

appointed orbit

scares

me

A womb
To break
I

—

me

completing

,

to think a mortal could contain

contained

me

forth from

broke forth into

it

life.

me.

once.

was

fatal:

But are arms so deep,

are they fertile enough, to allow for

escape from them, through the
of a

new

first

agony

birth?
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Now

it is

time the gods stepped out

of everyday things.

.

.

Time they knocked down every
in my house. A new page. Only
caused by turning over such

open the

to shovel

air as

if it

wall

the wind,

a page,

were

new breath-field. Oh gods, gods!
You frequent infiltrators, sleepers
who rise exulting, splashing

would be enough

earth:

a

inside things,

face

and neck beside envisioned springs,

and

who

your being in repose
already, our full life.

effortlessly add

what seemed filled
May it be your morning once
to

We

recur.

You

The world
through
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all

again, gods.

alone are origin.

rises

with you, and beginning shines

the cracks of our failures.

.

.

Come, you

last of

those

I

will see,

unutterable anguish interwoven with the flesh:

once burned

as

I

in

you; the

withheld
7

I

m

wood

its

burning

your fury

in spirit, look,

has held out

a

burn

I

long time,

assent from the flames, but
in

my

now

you, fueling you. Inside

accustomed quietude has turned

into a raging hell, unlike anything here.

Utterly pure, utterly, planlessly free of a future

I

climbed

the wild pyre of pain,
certain in this

way

in

exchange for

Is

that

I

still

life, life:

in flames.

this heart,

come

whose reserves were exhausted.

me, burned beyond recognition?

cannot gather

Oh

of purchasing nothing to

my memories

being outside.

No one

Resignation. This

And

I

recognizes me.

is

not what illness was

once, in childhood. Respite.
to get bigger.

around me anymore.

A

secret

way

Everything beckoning, whispering.

Don't confuse that

first

astonishment with

this

translated by Franz

Wright
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,

POETRY

1982:

FOUR REVIEW-ESSAYS

Transparence of the World, selected and translated by
W. S. Merwin (Atheneum, 1969)
jean Follain
D'Apres Tout, translated by Heather McHugh
Jean Follain,

(Princeton, 1981)

A World

Rich in Anniversaries, translated by Mary
Feeney and William Matthews (Logbridge-Rhodes, 1981)
Jean Follain, Canisy, translated by Louise Guiney (LogbridgeRhodes, 1981)
Jean Follain,

None

of the above

titles, it will

be noted, appeared in 1982;

three of them, however, belong to the previous year, and
slightly tardy notice of
it

means

to

them, followed by

have so much of Jean Follain

translations, led to this review.

a consideration of

now

them on

what

available in expert

Two of these books come from a

little-known press, Logbridge-Rhodes, and
readers miss

my

that account.

I

would hate

They belong

in

to

have

any poetry-

lover's library.

My list of four books isn't exhaustive. know of an English
I

by Clare Sheppard, which I haven't seen, and
that Mary Feeney has also translated some of the poems;

edition, translated

know

I

an issue of FIELD, number 15, featured an essay by Follain, two
poems translated by Feeney, and a group of seven poems trans-

Kent and Peter Schmidt. I'll confess here too to
not knowing the poet's oeuvre in French as I would like to. This
will be remedied, but meanwhile I am reduced to conjecture
about why, for example, two different versions in French of a
poem called "Viande noire"exist in the Merwin and McHugh volumes. One seems to be earlier than the other, and it makes me
lated by Richard

wonder

if

Follain often tinkered in that

lished work.

I'll

way with

his

own

return to the two versions of "Black Meat'

pubin a

moment.
poets must trust to luck in attracting translators, Follain
has certainly had good fortune. In Merwin he got one of the leadIf

ing poets of our time and probably the best translator as well.

The exchange,
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it

may

be noted, was beneficial to both parties;

there can be

little

ened through
terious

doubt that Merwin's

his contact

poems

of The

Lice

own work was

strength-

with Follain's poetry. The subtle, mys(19 67) and the volumes

which precede

and follow it, surely owe some of their inspiration to Follain's
example, without seeming in any way derivative. Some great
Eliot and Thomas, for example, and I would add Auden
poets

—

— are

dangerous masters because of the way they invade the
pupil's ear or dominate a disciple's sensibility. Others, like Yeats
and Williams (and I would add Stevens), seem not to have this
effect,

and the generosity of

work seems
In

any

to

me

case, as

ence Brown,

we

to

lie

spirit that characterizes Williams's

at the heart of Follain's as well.

with his Mandelstam translations with Clar-

are

much

in

Merwin's debt for our introduction

At the same time, we can be grateful that
did not let Merwin's presence daunt her. She

to Follain in English.

Heather

McHugh

has produced, for Princeton's Lockert Library of Poetry in Translation Series, a splendid rendition of

one of

Follain's

most impor-

tant single collections, D'Apr'es Tout (1967), wisely leaving the

title

(which could as easily be rendered by "In Reference to Everything" as by the

more

predictable "After All") in French.

The

ap-

pearance of her collection in the same year with the Feeney-

Matthews selection of forty-two prose poems and the Louise
Guiney translation of the autobiographical memoir Canisy means
that we finally have a substantial amount of this wonderful poet
in English, and that a reader interested in his work can trace its

common

characteristics as they are expressed in three different

modes: poem, prose poem, and memoir.

We might begin by glancing at Canisy.
when

I

think there are times

Louise Guiney has problems with Follain's luminous but

Here is a sentence that did not, I think, quite
make it across the ocean: "With her hands, belonging once to a
young girl whom no one any longer knew, she would open metal
boxes with Chinese decorations of them, or pictures of the

slightly stilted prose.

World's Fair"

One sympathizes with the translator here
to commend the result. Most of the time,

(p. 52).

without being able
however, Guiney is steadily and unobtrusively successful, with
the result that we can see the poet's eye and ear and sensibility at

6

2

work on

the transformation of experience toward his special kind
of poetry:

My paternal grandfather was also my godfather, and
was when was in the park with him that saw the
two big discs up in the sky, one green, the other red,
reeling around the sun. The Justice of the Peace claimed
than an earthquake in England was responsible for this
phenomenon. Afterwards attempted, without success,
to learn more of this event. It seemed not to have affected the animals. The old women didn't have much to
it

I

I

I

say about it when they gathered on their doorsteps in
the evening to eat their soup, the pieces of toast and the
coral, ivory and emerald colored vegetables lying in it
side by side while showers of shooting stars fell on the
horizon.
(p. 46)

What we are given here, it seems to me, is a familiar, even humdrum world, safely enshrined in the memory and doubly illuminated by nostalgia and amusement. Magic and the possibility of

transcendence exist

grow

in

waiting calmly for our notice.

it,

excited about the shooting stars and the precious minerals

in the soup,

about the

way

the miraculous can inhabit both the

sky and the kitchen garden, but the narrator,
is

We may

serene and unruffled

in

the old

like

women,

the presence of beauty, mystery, and

the most astonishing juxtapositions of near and

far,

worldly and

otherworldly, sacred and profane. Narrator and peasants make
fine

company

for the

little

journeys of discovery and rediscovery

that Canisy affords, a series of discrete reminiscences based on the
poet's

growing up

century.

in a

Normandy village in

the early years of this

One may think of other poets as influential here, but my

more with novelists like Jean Giono and
Proust: Giono for his way with details and drive toward cosmic
consciousness, Proust for his shrewd understanding of the value
and meaning of human memory.

own

associations are

very short step from the aims and achievements of
Canisy to the prose poems Feeney and Matthews have selected
from two different volumes (Tout instant, 1957, and Appareil de la
It is

terre,

a

1964) for A World Rich

favorites:
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in

Anniversaries.

Here

is

one of

my own

THE MIDDLE-AGED TEACHER

lets his small

son

sit

knees and push his head from left to right, right
to left. The child, tired of the game, stops. But the father
keeps swaying his head, says: “Well, now you've done it,
it'll never stop going back and forth like this.'' The fearstricken child shouts, ''No,'' to break the spell. Then the
man stops, makes everything return to normal; chairs,
sideboard, floral patterns on the curtains, a half-drunk
cup of oily coffee that he will finish only to knead a small
ball of bread between index finger and thumb. In the
the image
garden, shrubs will twist in a sudden wind

on

his

—

of his

One way

life.

83)

(p.

to describe this

is

to say that things don't return to nor-

mal, that once we've sensed the absence of real volition in the

man's

life

we cannot return from it; he will continue to resemble

the wind-whipped shrubs in his garden, alive but helpless to alter

the larger order of being within

which he kneads

and plays god with his son. The anecdote

is

his dough-balls

so beautifully selected

and furnished, so crisply and surely delivered, that it helps us
understand how such a hybrid as the prose poem can exist. The
final

comment may

be prose rather than poetry, but

the piece and right in

and Matthews
able

little

(82) will

its

very

finality.

And

it is

vital to

the version by Feeney

illustrates their loving attention to these

remark-

comparison with the French on the facing page
confirm both the fidelity and ingenuity they have

texts; a

brought to their

Both text and translation are typical of
little volume from Logbridge-Rhodes,

efforts.

the excellence of this

surely a bargain at five dollars.

When we
the

same

turn from the prose poems to the poems,

sensibility

pressed and

distilled,

typical Follain

poem

we

find

and the same luminous detail, but commiraculous in their economy and grace. A
is

ten or a dozen short lines, often a single,

minimally-punctuated sentence. The subjects may remind us of
genre paintings, little worlds of domestic or familiar events, rapidly sketched, that

may

recall

manage

to

open up to

infinite vistas.

Or

they

snapshots that, rightly regarded, become epiphanies,

the spots of time, as

Wordsworth

called

them, that recompense

us for the stretches of weariness and meaninglessness that

come
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before and after. Here
the 1947 collection,

is

Merwin's translation of "L'Aube," from

Exister

:

DAWN
A

house roof and the
growing pale above it
held the glance of a

who

star

man

himself caught again

felt

in the delicate play of causes

the signs farther

down

disclosed their golden

words

the wood, the iron, the stone

enforced their presence
a

wide open window

showed the ochre wall and the cupboard
and the hand laying an iron spoon
on the china of a plate
where it was chipped long ago.
(p.

As

in

37)

poem cited above, we have mundane life suddenly
of a larger order. The return of light to the world

the prose

seen as part

here matches the sudden understanding of a solitary witness; the

man who feels himself "repris par lefin jeu des causes" and brings that
consciousness to his recognition of the things of this world:

wooden, iron and stone
plate.

When

a poet's

signs, an

open window,

economies are handled

notice what's being sacrificed.

a

well,

hand, a spoon,

we do

The personal narrator

a

not even
of Canisy,

who was somehow both the younger and the older Follain, and
who was replaced by the matter-of-fact and anonymous reporter
of the prose
tral

poem,

is

here reduced even further, just as the cen-

character or protagonist

is

not Follain or even someone

who

can be identified as a middle-aged schoolteacher, but simply "un
homme." The poem is a curiously reticent mixture of the concrete

and the abstract, but its sureness of touch wakens our confidence
and its overall design is pleasing by its very exactitude.
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That
less so as

he developed,

"Chien aux

77

ecoliers,

is

nicely illustrated in

from the 1953

7

and perhaps grew
Merwin's version of

Follain can be less "philosophical/

collection Territoires:

THE STUDENTS DOG
7

The students
on

a

play at breaking the ice

path

near the railroad
they have been wrapped up
in old

dark woolens

and belted

in

with bossed leather

the dog that follows

no longer has
he

is

warm

a

them

bowl for

his late

meals

old

their age.
(p.

This

may

be simpler in

way than "Dawn

its

intriguing and satisfying.

7

I

m

77
,

67)

but

hard put to explain

it is

its

no

less

effective-

though think it turns partly on the contrasts, overt and
implied, between the students and their dog. For all their advantages, including a longer time span, they lack his freedom and
naturalness. They belong to the world of the railroad and the
woolens and leather, while he belongs to the world of the ice, so
that his being their property is an illusion, dispelled again by
anomalous time and a larger pattern of truth. I realize that the
examples m citing from Follain tend to suggest that human beings are often the unwitting prisoners of circumstance and fate,
and while do think that is one of his themes, I would add that the
poems always work to liberate us from the prison of temporality
and circumstance. We are both dog and students when we read
this poem, and it lifts us above our ordinary selves in an unforced
ness,

I

7

I

I

but exhilarating way.

Merwin's Follain is very recognizable as the poet we meet in
Heather McHugh's volume. Instead of selecting from many collections, she gives us

one

in its entirety, a choice

which lowers the
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overall quality but gives us a chance to see the poet in one

and

volume

one stage in his career. The poems of D'Apres Tout are
sometimes rather abstract, not so much by virtue of conceptual
language as through their glimpses and fragmentations:
at

INHABITED INTERIOR
Spots on the wall

resemble those on the coat
of a frightened animal

man

coming from far off
a small hand is clasped
in a large rough one
a breath makes the insect
a

is

disappear forever
a

faded

on

a

the

name remains

doorway with moldings

wood

a radiant

of a staircase creaks

beauty

open both arms wide.
(p.

71)

The interchange between animate and inanimate draws us
perhaps to construct

head of the

stairs,

a

story that ends with the

perhaps to ponder once more the way

time gives us glimpses of something that

McHugh
is,

I

is

sometimes

a little

cautious or

is

literal,

in

at the

which

time's opposite.

but this version

think, typical of the care and imagination she brings to trans-

lating Follain.

So

is

the following:

LISTENING
The

vision persists

the hand that transcribes
in a starlit

room

the potato

field.

it

at the inn.

Evening submerges
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woman

in,

trembles

When

the farmer hears the steps on the path

he stops digging
then starts to listen
to the

for his

My

sounds of

own

his

world

use.

(p.

139)

McHugh's handling of "Le
le champ de pommes de terre." The loss in rhythm may be

only quibble here would be with

soir submerge

I

"submerge" takes an object very
effectively in English, so that something like "swamps" or
"floods" or "drowns" would not only be more vivid but more accurate. In general, however, these translations are sensitive and
unavoidable, but

I

don't think

successful.

Merwin and McHugh overlap on only

few poems. The
reader who is curious about their comparative skills might want
to compare their versions of "Larron," on page 127 of T ransparencies and page 107 of D'Apres Tout. Both are good, with Merwin's
slightly better.
want, however, to close with their respective
renderings of a Follain poem in two different versions, mentioned above. Merwin's "Black Meat" is from Appareil de la terre
(1964) and so presumably the earlier of the two. I ask the reader
to take their fidelity to the originals on faith and simply compare
the two English translations in order to see Follain revising a
poem:
a

I

BLACK MEAT
Around stones

called precious

which only their own
dust can wear down
the eaters of venison

carve in silence

meat
on the horizon

their black

the trees

imitate in outline
a

giant sentence.

(Merwin,

p.

117)
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BLACK MEAT
Near precious stones
that are

worn down only

by their

own

dust

eaters are cutting
their black

meat

on the horizon the trees
assume the outlines
of a giant sentence

images are transformed
with shifts of light

you can hear the venison
being ground by teeth.

The depth

of everything increases.

(McHugh,

p.

147)

Both of these poems are wonderful, typical of Follain at his finest,
but I'm not persuaded that the later version is the better of the
two. There's

a lot to

be said for the

and for the impact of

its

economy

of the first version,

particular closure, the giant sentence

composed of trees. Follain's afterthoughts in the second version
are enormously interesting, suggesting as they do the variables
in his method that preoccupy him at work, but they do not entice
me away from my preference for this first. Finally, I'm glad to
have both.
Similarly,

would have

if

I

could afford to

to be the

Merwin

own

only one of these books,

selection of the poems. But

I

it

would

immediately start saving up for the Feeney/Matthews prose
poem collection, followed closely by the McHugh volume and
then Canisy. Having learned to prize

this

magician of the ordinary, I cannot have too

remarkable poet,

this

many examples of his

prose and his poetry.
David Young
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John Haines,

News from

the Glacier: Selected Poems, 1960-1980

(Wesleyan, 1982).

A Glass Face in the Rain

William Stafford,

(Harper

& Row,

Both Haines and Stafford are poets of minimums,
astounded by the stuff of existence they want to

strip

1982).

men
it

so

bare.

What really matters? What is really bone? And how shall we bear
the answers? They take nothing for granted, but start with their
own long stares. No pretending that the I is a detached observer
or persona.

No need nor desire to shelter under historical or cur-

rent fashions. Both believe that a poet's business

poem

truth and that a

is

and

his tool, his record,

is

to finger

his telegram.

Both report their findings by means of understatement.

To

achieve the effect of rhetoric while seeming not to use

thick layer of lanolin:

an age when "communication" means a
the comfort of hearing the expected in the

expected way, even

the expected

any

is

really

a risk, especially in

want

if

and

to be alerted

is

a horror.

Those who don't

who are already numb to hyperbole

and other conspicuous rhetoric don't always notice understatement. Perhaps the most

difficult

achievement

common t oA

Glass

and News from the Glacier is that they both make us
listen to apparent silence. These books represent their authors'
mature work. Both Haines and Stafford are in their sixties and
Face in the Rain

published their

written

in

first

same

the

books of poems

in the 1960's.

distinctly individual voices in

all

Both have

their books,

so that one does not look for experiments and departures in these

new volumes, but

for increasing ease

resolution of continuing concerns.

flexibility

and further

We also look with dread

for a

discovery that the pressure of public recognition

falling off, a

may have

and

forced a tired poet to write the same thing

more

work of Haines and Stafford that hasn't happened. The new poems move in the same directions, but they
move farther along and they strengthen.
Time now to differentiate, for these two poets report differ-

weakly. But

in

the

ent visions and meet the risk of understatement in different

ways. Haines

is

a

solemn

man — strong, alone, sometimes gentle,

often bitter or sardonic, essentially sad. Stafford

is

simultane-
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ously sober and playful, cynical and celebrative, angry and blissful, sure and hesitant. Haines makes his statement as directly as
possible; Stafford

devious. Haines asserts; Stafford seems to

is

assert, but really invites.

For Haines, man's eternity

geology and pre-history.

is

"Mastodon, /Great Horse, Bison
We read in this landscape
how they came and went:/
and the future drained away/ as
they moved and fed." Mankind's future is as clearly marked and
he knows it: "We are awake in our own desolate time
II clotheslines whipping the air with sleeves and pockets,/ little fists of
plastic bags beating the stony ground." Given this sentence,
Haines believes that we can only face our own extinction as
animals and Indians do, almost starving, almost frozen, alone,
and nourished by blood.
Though he does write of other places (Montana, California,
Oregon, the "Middle of America"), of art and artists (Ryder, Klee,
Dtirer), and of individual people (Anne, Daphne, his father,
Guevera, Vladimir Ussachevsky), Haines' most frequent landscape is Alaska in winter, and his brief moments of bliss occur
when that landscape is relieved by a patch of sun: "The Sun on
.

.

.

.

.

/

.

—

/

/

Your Shoulder,""

house still in the sun, ""out of the
," "The sun comes briefly out of the
sunlit, /steaming grass.
storm." Before such starkness society and social ills become subordinate and personal relations a huddling that faces outward
against the cold. And the duty of contemporary man becomes
.

.

.

to her

.

.

that of primitive man:

We

will

not look back

but press on, deeper

than the source of water,
to the straw-filled cave

of beginnings.

There

in the

vegetable darkness

to strike a match, kindling

the cold, unlikely sun.
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In keeping with Haines'

the

poems

Their structure

in list

to create a sense of starkness,

are lean, narrow, sparing of

monosyllabic and simple
so).

need

is

metaphor and music,

syntax (though not self-consciously

in

a selection of

sequence of concrete

details,

or narrative or picture, which build toward a firm conclu-

The stanzas, usually of uneven length,
most often sentences. The narrow lines and straight left

sion, like tightening a fist.

are

margins give

columnar

a

effect.

ing, unfinished, tentative

He

avoids floating lines or float-

thoughts. Yet these poems are not

The line breaks create rhythms in the ear so right that
they seem the inevitable rhythms for the thought. And though
Haines does not use rhyme schemes, his words at the ends of
lines slant-rhyme with each other and with words inside the lines
prosaic.

to

emphasize the syntactical and thought rhythms. This rhetori-

cal

understatement

stand and

still

would seem

a

is all

the transformation that starkness can

remain stark. To sing would be

cover for fear,

like a

ers" exemplifies both the tone

nervous

tick.

glib; to

shout

The poem "Pick-

and the technique that pervade

the entire collection:

PICKERS
All

day

lifting

we were

handfuls of wind and dust.

Scraps of some

blew

bent over,

human

conversation

on wheels
rolled slowly backward across
the field, and the skinned
bodies of the harvest were loaded.

A

by; a coffin

red cloud boiling up out

of the darkness

became the evening.

Sentinels of a shattered army,

we drank

and spoke
and the cold.

bitter coffee,

of the field, the light,
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Like Haines, Stafford accepts the bare, geological limits of

And when he

existence.

stares at nuclear destruction or cosmic

emptiness, he feels desolate, even despairing: "Someday your
world won't last all day" ("Revelation"); "Maybe the end begins ./

Maybe

it

has begun" ("Maybe"); "The corner never feels

enough,/ and

my

little

head for the world, for its need and this
wild, snuggling need and pain of my own" ("In a Corner"). But
unlike Haines, Stafford takes great comfort in "the world" as it is,
now, and spends his time exploring all the ambivalent relationships of any

I

roll

man

/

human

with place, society, other individual

be-

and himself, as well as with ultimate extinction. The resulting tone is most often a simultaneous combination of wonder,
joy, regret, concern, reproof, and quiet laughter. Haines' attitude
is more familiar to us than Stafford's and more easily recognized.
ings,

Stafford's ambivalence runs a greater risk of being misunder-

when he makes a statement, he is sometimes accused of
being sententious; when he expresses affection, of being sentimental; when he uses simple language, of being simplistic; and
when he avoids ostentatious rhetoric, of being flat. The misunstood:

derstanding

is

caused by the fact that his chief device

is

a

many-

layered and disguised irony. Ironically, children and mediatrained adults seldom recognize irony except in the form of loud

sarcasm, and Stafford doesn't raise his voice.
Stafford has never shunned this
Rain he flaunts

it.

You Go" he talks

The Glass Face

in the

body as if he
routine matter. Night comes and then

In"Letting

—

risk; in

to his

a
had just died and left it
morning, he admits that he was too ambitious in life, trying to
hold both moon and sun, but now he'll admit his insignificance,
admit that he is "No one." This is not excessive modesty. It must

be read, not as nobody, but everybody.

When you
trifle.

time

You

if

feel

read "Yellow Cars" you

good. But

why? That

smile.

last line,

you're happy"? But look back at the

go by, even the yellow ones.
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may

A

"Hope

comforting
lasts a

first line: all

long

the cars

YELLOW CARS
Some
by.

of the cars are yellow, that go

Those you look

when

at,

so glimmering

light glances at their passing.

Think

"Someone will
like me, maybe/ The tan ones
don't care, the blue have made
of that hope:

7

a

mistake, the white haven't tried.

But the yellow

hope
"There

is

lasts a

Blindness"

— you turn your head:

long time

is

if

you're happy.

especially tricky. In the first stanza

either blindness or vision can create victims; in the second, both

those

who give

or receive anger deserve and don't deserve

looks, at a distance, like

in

no more real than future pain,
comfort; and in the last line, "the

the third, near and present pain

which

it;

is

world" is offered as future comfort. "There's the world," but the
line

must

also be read as saying that the

that the blindness that thinks

it is

world

is

already here,

vision and pities the blind

is

the

world's permanent condition:

THERE
There

is

IS

BLINDNESS

blindness; there

vision: accepting the
is

is

symptoms

not helping the victim.

Brought close and loud, faces
remind you
you deserve anger,
even their anger:

—

Pain

is

real.

But over their shoulders
there looms real home

—

There's the world.
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I

m

afraid that the hasty reader will like or dislike this

wrong

book

Those who are willing to
read the poems slowly and often and in different moods will find
strongly, but for the

reasons.

them much more mysterious, uncertain and "dark" than they
first

at

appear.

This use of often bitter ironies disguised as harmless, comforting platitudes has been Stafford's method since his first

He just tightens it, think, in this one. In the title poem of
A T raveler in the Dark, when he pushes the dead doe into the ravine,
he says, "I thought hard for us all, my only swerving," leaving
books.

I

open whether that means swerving toward or away from
cepted notions of right. In the

among

ostensibly that travel

title

poem

ac-

of Allegiances he says

strange ideas makes us come back

"safe, quiet, grateful," realizing that

we

are "sturdy for

common

things," but the very "good" tone of those phrases and the exces-

modesty of "we ordinary beings" and the fact that the
strange beliefs "whine at the traveler's ears" suggest that this is
the comfort of convention, perhaps even cowardice, and that
Stafford is not wholly endorsing it. In "A Story That Could Be
True" the "You" (one's self) has to believe he's a changeling,
really a king, in order to face the world, and he wonders why
sive

others seem to go by calmly without that inner reassurance.

speaking of courage or cowardice, and
speaker or the others?

Or do

who

Is

he

has which, the

both have both?

The same understated irony pervades Stafford's forms. The
poems tend to have the size and structure of sonnets. They set up
a

situation, scene, or bit of narrative, with firm concluding

statements: "Your head and what you
("Revelation");

"Hope

Cars"); "There

is

'No one'

lasts a

long time

the World" ("There

" ("Letting

You

Go").

sonnets with slight variations:

"In a

if

is

Some

sound the same"
you're happy" ("Yellow

hit will

"And say,
poems are actual

Blindness");

of the

Corner"

is

I

fourteen iambic

pentameter lines, divided into two stanzas, the first of which introduces and the second of which resolves, though it lacks the
sonnet rhyme scheme. "Letting You Go" is in four quatrains and
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a couplet,

with an octave/sestet thought structure. "Our Kind"

is

three five-line stanzas with the conclusion in a closing couplet.

"Torque" and "A Course in Creative Writing" are each three quatrains with a single-sentence, single-line conclusion. Many other

poems have the same basic structure in fifteen lines or twelve.
The rhythms are also sonnet-like. Many of the syntactical units
are iambic pentameter lines disguised by appearing as parts of

They accept each other as they fly
("Not Very Loud"); "
Once we heard/ some-

two consecutive
or crawl

.

.

lines: "

.

/

.

.

.

.

..."

one stumbling and crying:

.

.

("Our Cave"). He sedulously

avoids the appearance of metrics, the conscious expectation of
regularity.

A

one.

A

pentameter

line that

line will

could be read as

be followed by a tetrameter

were

if it

in

one meter could

well be read in another, and the ends of sentences
in

come

as

as often

the middles of lines as at the ends. Stafford's sound repetitions

have the same ghostly resemblance to conventional prosody:

rhymes determined by emotional emphases, rather than
schemes, and occurring between interior words and those at the
slant

ends of

lines.

Stafford has always appeared to be talking to his

When

have heard him
introduce poems during his readings, I could not tell without the
book in my lap where the introductions ended and the poems
readers, reflectively but spontaneously.

I

began.

The same difference

in

temperament

that

makes Haines use

understatement directly and Stafford ironically accounts for the
fundamental difference between their "visions" which has per-

vaded

all

their

books and intensifies

the physical evidence, finds

Stafford examines
inconclusive.

it

There

it

more

Haines examines

conclusive, and braces himself.

too and finds
is

in these.

it

disturbing, comforting, and

that he can't get at or only in

glimpses or blurred. Intuition, ecstasy, and hunch offer evidence
that just
tain,

may

be more important than geology. As Haines, cer-

braces himself on the edge, Stafford, cautious, crouching,

inches off, sniff by sniff:
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KNOWING
To know

the other world you turn

your hand the way
of the wind:

a bird finds

what the wing

angles

feels

pours off your hand. Things invisible

come

and you can tell. But are
there shy realities we cannot prove?
Your hand can make the sign
but begs for
more than can be told: even the world
true,

—

can't dive fast
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enough

to

know

that other world.

,

Nancy Willard Household Tales of

Moon

and Water (Harcourt

Brace jovanovich, 1982).

CD Wright Translations
(SUNY Press, 1982).
,

These new

of the Gospel Back into

Tongues

collections by poets familiar to readers of

FIELD

are particularly interesting to read in conjunction. Willard and

Wright are quite different in many respects, but they share a
keen intelligence about the ways in which the details of ordinary
experience can transform themselves into potent myth. Vision
is the keynote of both volumes,
both optical and spiritual
and both emerge with discoveries that are powerful and fully

—

—

earned.

Nancy

Willard's Household Tales

of

Moon and Water

one of the
have appeared in
is

most accomplished and satisfying books to
some time. She takes as her epigraph the following quotation
from the preface to the Grimm brothers' collection of fairy tales:
"Our first aim in collecting these stories has been exactness and
truth. We have added nothing of our own, have embellished no
incident or feature of the story, but have given its substance just
as we ourselves received it." At first glance this seems ironic,
since Willard's is a highly distinctive voice and manner, richly
original and inventive. In a larger sense, the epigraph is entirely
apt: the view emerges here of the poet as patient collector of the
fables that surround her, never straining for embellishment or
effect, and indeed achieving a kind of "exactness and truth" that
makes those fables seem inevitable and persuasive. Her goal is to
discover

what

is,

as she says of the simplest wildflowers, "every-

where present, everywhere unseen."
The volume was in fact assembled patiently
a few of the
poems were published as early as 1967 — and during its composi/

—

tion Willard has schooled herself in fairytale

come

a

and magic and be-

notable author of children's books. But while the fresh-

ness and candor of the child's world are never very far

away here

— particularly in the extraordinarily tender sequence of birth and
childhood poems that opens the book — she effortlessly avoids
the pitfalls of coyness and obviousness.

The

folktale

and child-
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motif are always layered, as

in all the best

resonances and more complex

an eye for the multiple

tonalities,

myths, with larger

with

a

deadpan wit and

possibilities of language.

The poems

are

admirable for their grace and serenity, but also for their sense of
surprise, for the sleight-of-hand ease with

themselves or dance

which they turn

unexpected directions.

in

Here's a good example:

THE SLEEP OF THE PAINTED LADIES
This

is

my

from an

Now

task: to

old

jam

move

on

a

cocoons

jar to the butterfly cage.

they sway from the

five corpses

five

lid

—

gallows

that drop their skins, shrunken to

and mark the

I

commas

leaf of their last meal.

should knock before entering.

This

is

made
and

an ancient place

for nothing but spinning

falling asleep.

were smaller
or the room larger
If

I

would see an old woman
draw from her outlawed wheel

I

my hundred
I

would hear the snapping

their cry
at
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years' sleep.

untuned

the instant of breaking.

of threads,

in

on

Here
I

lies sleep,

can hold

in

sheathed

my hand

five painted ladies

in five

copper bullets

like aspirin,

who wanted

to travel, to forget everything.

One

poem began in musing on the fact of the butnamed painted lady, but rather than settle labor-

imagines the

terfly species

iously there,

it

constructs a whole set of associated myths: death

and rebirth, the Fates, Sleeping Beauty.
restrained by the domestic, by a

.

.

The

.

vatic voice

wry humor always aware

is

of the

from which the imagination takes wing, which in turn makes the process by which the
speaker is gradually implicated in her vision seem convincing and

ordinary circumstances ("an old jam

fully earned.

By the end, when the cocoons

images of sleep

itself,

escape and oblivion,
lard's

jar")

are simultaneously

copper bullets, aspirin, and the longing for

we have come to marvel not so much at Wil-

inventiveness as at the possibilities in language and in na-

ture that

One

seem

have been inherent there

to

all

along.

work is her masthe writing workshop is

of the greatest pleasures in Willard's

tery of the object-poem.

A

mainstay of

the exercise in singling out an object for scrutiny and elaboration,

and

I

know no one more

deft at this. Willard sees

mushrooms

"tender helmets" and "elf-saddles," "the paper birch

summer

to take off its clothes,"

a skull, to let

out

/

opening

the headache." This

is

a
a

coconut

/

trying

as
all

"like tapping/

stanza from

"How

to

Stuff a Pepper":

Take your pepper green, and gently,
for peppers are shy. No matter which side
you approach, it's always the backside.
Perched on green buttocks, the pepper sleeps.
In its silk tights, it dreams
of somersaults and parsley,
of the days

when

the sexes were one.
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It's

easy to imagine other poets, having achieved the

lines,

first

three

exclaiming in satisfaction and stopping there, but Willard

pushes farther, until she discovers that dimpled androgyny that
must have always been there in the pepper without ever having

been seen so

And

precisely.

not simply as

it's

a passive object,

wistfulness: these

characteristic for her to treat

but as embodying

memory and

poems too become myths of implication, mys-

terious narratives of self and spirit. At their best

poem

following

it

—

as in the

— they entirely transcend the genre, using the

object as a springboard for leaping off into uncharted territory:

SAINT PUMPKIN
Somebody's in there.
Somebody's sealed himself up
in this round room,
this

hassock upholstered

this

padded

He

believes

cell.
if

nothing unbinds him

he'll live

forever.

Like our

first

it is

in rind,

room

dark and crowded.

Hunger knows no tongue
to

tell

Water

it.

glad there.

is

room with two navels
somebody wants to be born again.

In this

So
I

I

unlock the pumpkin.

carve out the

lid

from which the stem raises
a dry handle on a damp world.
Lifting,

I

pull

away

wet webs, vines on which hang
the flat tears of the pumpkin.
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or the currency

like fingernails

of bats.
as

How

the seeds shine,

water had put out

if

hundreds of lanterns.

Hundreds of eyes

in the

windless

wood

gaze peacefully past me,
hacking the thickets.

And now
Has the

white dew beads the blade.

a

saint surrendered

himself to his beard?

Has

his

beard taken root in his

cell?

Saint Pumpkin, pray for me,

when

because

I

looked for you,

I

found nothing,

because unsealed and unkempt, your tomb rots,
because

and

I

gave you

a false face

my own

a light of

making.

remember my delight the first time I read "Saint Pumpkin": that
a poem that began in such pure inspiration could actually keep
getting better and better. As an object-poem it's wonderfully inventive: pumpkin as hassock, pumpkin as padded cell, pumpkin
seeds as wet lanterns, and so on. But what electrifies the poem is
the way its sense of scrupulous observation surrounds and buoys
the unfolding myth of the saint's presence and absence. The surI

face detail

is

so fascinating and challenging that

I

think we're not

apt to anticipate the connection to the image of the

empty tomb;

when it arrives, it clicks into place effortlessly — and is promptly
crowned with the image of the

jack o'lantern as the false face of

The poem's movement is both continually surand irresistible; its economy and achievement of what

the absent saint.
prising

Wallace Stevens

"sudden rightnesses" represent Willard

calls

at

her confident best.

As the

title

of her

myth, although of

a

book suggests,

very different

CD Wright also traffics in

sort.

While Willard tends to
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universalize her household tales

“My

Life

ample

— the closing sequence called

on the Road with Bread and Water"

— the poems in Translations

of the Gospel

is

the clearest ex-

Back

into

Tongues are

Ozark hills where Wright was born and has
lived much of her life. Not that her work is of simply regional
interest; like Faulkner she knows how to reach the universal
through the local. She also shares something of Kafka's sense of
the ominousness of ordinary life, and of Dickinson's fascination
with the habitual and ostensibly mundane. Yet Wright is never
firmly rooted in the

derivative; her voice

and vision are genuinely

original, vital,

and

haunting.

To approach

these

ent world: Wright's are

throaty jazz,

a

poems

after Willard's

is

saltier, dustier, full of

to enter a differ-

sweat and gin and

Walker Evans scene enlivened with

—

a gritty

con-

they often move
temporary sensibility. They're not easy
through the accumulation of images related more by mood than
but readers who approach them patiently will find
by logic

—

considerable rewards.

An

example:

FALLING BEASTS
marry young
towns in the mountains.

Girls
In

They're sent to the garden
For beets. They come to the table
With their hair gleaming.

Their breath missing.
In my book love is darker

Than

cola.

It

can burn

A hole clean through you.
When the first satellite
Flew over, men stood

On

their property,

warm

Even in undershirts.
Longing to shoot something.
The mule looks down
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The

barrel of the gun.

Another long row to plow.
Bills pile up in fall
Like letters from a son
army.

In the

Kills a quiet

Another

And

sits

An

explosion

man.
beside a brass lamp

cancels his pay.

A

thousand dulcimers are carved
By the one called Double Thumb.

Winter cuts us down
Like a coach. Spits snow.

Horses

flinch

Against the cold spurs

in

the sky.

We look for the oak
Who loves our company
More than other oaks.
The loveliest beds
Are

undone.

left

Hope

is

a pillow

Hold on.
Ld be hard-pressed to explain the appeal of this poem to someone

who didn't see it. It has a good deal to do with

the fact that, while

the individual details are largely realistic, collectively they evoke
a sort of

mythical landscape where

powerful forces

emony at

the

—

same

it's

a

time.

all

events express unseen but

community history and a religious cerThe progress of the seasons, the violent

mysteries of love and death, the resilience of the

spirit

—

all

are

woven into the same tapestry, which the title may obliquely suggest. The economy and reach of this poem make considerable
demands on readers, but they also demonstrate Wright's daring
and her firm control.

Not
one of

poems are as elliptical
my favorites, from the central
all

the

as "Falling Beasts." Here's

section called

"The Secret

Life of Musical Instruments":
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JAZZ IMPRESSIONS IN THE GARDEN
Dark

as a cow.

a

It's

downpour.

Mud on every sole in the vestibule.
A boy can lean on his oar, drift
Out
The

of this world.

time has come

now

For the cold eyes of the rain and the writer
To bear down. This could be Harlem,

The old theater where they used
Smoking Kools in the balcony.
Tying off a vein
With something found on the

Or

Arkansas,

Glued

to lay

up

floor.

a pair of antlers

to a cedar board.

Which do you want,
dead

All the great

lie

this or

on

more

of the same.

their backs

Under grass and granite
Listening to

Requiem

women

sing,

dragging their chains.

of the thunder. Roll on.

not that the development of this

It's

poem

is

strictly linear,

but

the motif of the thunderstorm at the beginning and end estab-

frame from which the middle ("This could be Har") is fairly clearly memory or reverie ("A boy can lean
oar, drift Out of this world"). In any case. I'm not sure you

lishes a

lem

on

.

his

want
From

.

.

/

to

know

the first

where you are in reading a poem
two lines you sense the poet's authority,

exactly

that's sustained until

it

climaxes

in

the

the slave, and the thunder at the end.
vision so

communion

It's a

uncompromising and accurate

technique that serves

it

may

like this.

a feeling

of the dead,

great performance,

a

that the sureness of the

not be immediately apparent.

I

might for instance point out the ear that connects "cow" to
"downpour," "sole" to "vestibule," "boy" to "oar" to "world" in
the first four lines. Or the complex accomplishments of tone
mingle melancholy and
as in great jazz, after all
here, that

—

—

triumph, nostalgia and improvisation, blues and shout.
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I'll

ways

quote one more of Wright's poems, partly because of the

it

resonates with Willard's "household tales." Here she

takes a perfectly ordinary domestic scene, and through a process
of selection

and

and intensification succeeds

in

revealing the tension

possibility inherent in everyone's family

myths:

FASCINATION

A

hotel, speakeasies.

Beautiful and idle boys

Throwing bottles at streetlights.
Beyond them, the trees. A man.
Woman and grown girl
In a

house

In the

like a closed

house

A minimum
Through

country.

in the night

of sound: meal seeping

sacks in the pantry.

Hair rinsed out over a basin,

a lesson.

Outdoors, the orchestra

Of frogs and bullbats.
The man brought the radio home.
The women turned their backs on the
He tuned. After the programs
He would walk over the hard wood
In his boots to lock up. The woman
Would put her sewing down. The girl

fire.

Watched them climb to their bed,
A wet towel on her shoulder.
Rain he heard beating

The bushes.

Paint peeling.

She thought of everyone old
Turning their heads in their sleep.
The barn owls

When
The images seem

a

moon

breaks into their

loft.

perfectly placed and cadenced here, the reti-

cence beautifully underscoring the sense of isolation and

self-
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And when at

the end the

image of the old
theosized into the vision of the owls, there's no sense of

enclosure.

just the inevitable falling into place.

dinary becomes the visionary

is

girl's

is

apo-

strain,

That moment when the or-

the hallmark of both Willard's

and Wright's work, and marks these books

as distinctive

and

rewarding.
David Walker
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James Wright, This

Journey (Vintage/Random House, 1982).

someone once

Objectivity,

said,

is

subjectivity glued carefully together.

many

of

little bits

Anyway, James Wright

is

more matters than how we judge, or try to judge,
collection, which he worked on till the end and was as-

dead and
this last

just so

a lot

sembled and edited with the help of his wife, Anne Wright, and
number of close friends and fellow poets.

Many

a

mourning his death, and you can't pick
up a magazine, it seems, without coming across yet one more "for
James Wright" poem (two were in the mail to FIELD today). All
of us are

still

that helps us deal with his being gone. But

I

can't

imagine

a better

thing to have around to help us over his death: This Journey ponders our mortality in such deep-running, mature,

make

moving ways

and ours to come.
People have said wonderful things all along about James
Wright's body of work
one feels it has been truly a body! But I
as to

it

easier to face his

—

suspect that the major criticism

more

is

yet to

come

that will shape

uncanny forms. So I'm going to take
myself off the hook and not pretend to know enough to do this
collection justice, not mention the whole range of his marvelous
itself

fittingly to his

work. What I think I do
it

aside, picking

now,

is

what

a

realize, after finishing this

volume, laying

up again, putting it down harder, having it open
nourishing mix Wright was on to, making these
it

last pieces.

The book

as a

whole

is

a

double journey of sorts; half of the

and sojourns; the
other half 'go back home,' to the Ohio landscape Wright never
could abandon, however hard he tried. The focus in both halves
there is no clear separation, the poems run back and forth
pieces sketch European, chiefly Italian, travels

—

—

one might almost say more resigned,
than he has ever been before. These are poems of one who has
learned to accept the inevitable, to"watch with amazement" (in a

across the ocean

is

softer,

come to sweep us
away; and to watch them so carefully as to map them in all their
dimensions. The old sense of awe and wonder that Wright
Stafford phrase) the inevitable forces that

brought to subjects and objects has been concomitantly deep-
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ened. Finally, there
affection at play
texts;

a great deal

more humor and wide-bodied

now as well, especially in the Ohio, or American,

and Wright

head on.

is

No one,

not afraid to take sentiment and romanticism
hasten to add, would call this poet a sentimen-

is
I

however. What he is now is a devilish old monk who
throws his hands up
or loses his bearings!
at just the right
tal fool,

—

—

moment, the

better to point to the larger miracle that

have escaped

us, that

he has himself avoided until

it is

is

likely to

sinful to

do

so:

THE SUMAC

IN

OHIO

Toward

the end of May, the air in southern Ohio is
filling with fragrances, and I am a long way from home.
A great place lies open in the earth there in Martins
Ferry near the river, and to this day I don't know how it
came to be. Maybe the old fathers of my town, their
white hair lost long since into the coal smoke and the
snow, gathered in their hundreds along the hither side
of the
railroad track, presented whatever blades
and bull tongues they could spare, and tore the earth
open. Or maybe the gulley appeared there on its own,
long before the white-haired fathers came, and the
Ohio changed its direction, and the glacier went away.

B&O

now toward

the end of May, the sumac trees on
the slopes of the gulley are opening their brindle buds,
and suddenly, right before my eyes, the tough leaf
branches turn a bewildering scarlet just at the place
where they join the bough. You can strip the long leaves
away already, but the leaf branch is more thoroughly
rooted into the tree than the trunk itself is into the

But

ground.
Before June begins, the sap and coal smoke and soot
from Wheeling steel, wafted down the Ohio by some
curious gentleness in the Appalachians, will gather all
over the trunk. The skin will turn aside hatchets and
knife blades. You cannot even carve a girl's name on the
sumac. It is viciously determined to live and die alone,
and you can go straight to hell.

Wright has here passed
Branch Will Not Break say
,
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his

former poetic

self,

the poet of The

— the book we may have admired too

much. And he has answered Rilke's challenge more fully than
any American poet of our time with the exception of Galway
Kinnell: not to waste his life in the face of such beauty, beauty so
fractured, so tenuous, so minimal, so bare as almost not to exist.

Beauty that can stun us into eternal silence (see especially Rilke's
"Archaic Torso of Apollo"). Wright has changed his life, and his

"...

know how it came to be"
no longer closes the poem as it once might have. He has longer to

poetic as well:

to this

day

I

don't

go past that unholy juncture: "You can strip the long leaves away
already, but the leaf branch
tree than the trunk itself

is

is

more thoroughly rooted

into the

into the ground". He's no longer dis-

tracted by the (false) image of

where strength comes from. It
We'd looked down too soon. And

comes from the joint, higher up.
hence the branch is quite well equipped "to

live

and die alone,"

thank you.

"Ohioan Pastoral" shows us the same wisdom, the same
change, in another way that both transcends and heightens the
suspended moment Wright was content to arrive at, or
even reach

for, in

previous work:

OHIOAN PASTORAL
On

the other side

Of Salt Creek, along the road, the barns
And snag among the orange rinds.

topple

Oil cans, cold balloons of lovers.

One

barn there

Sags, sags and oozes

Down

one

side of the

The limp whip

of a

copperous gulley.

sumac dangles

Gently against the body of

a lost

Bathtub, while high in the flint-cracks

And

A

the wild grimed trees, on the

hill,

buried gas main

Long ago

tore a black gutter into the mines.

And now

it

On

hisses

among

the green rings

fingers in coffins.
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/

The tenderness

Wright has turned to bitterness,
and in turn to praise-song that we need to learn to sing of our
American landscape
not for nothing do we, at least those of us
growing older and coming closer to the end, shed some tears singing “America the Beautiful." And to follow this through the
poem: there will be a lost bathtub out there somewhere, which by
itself might be quite beautiful. But look further, up the hill,
of earlier

—

there's "a buried gas
just kill us.

On

It

has

main" that

killed,

lest

it is still

we grow too romantic might

hissing

"among

the green rings

fingers in coffins." Wright no longer allows himself the lux-

ury of leaving some things out, of working with billboard colors
or gothic effects.
will

What we have

created to fuel us, he

saying,

is

not only destroy us but be around afterward to blow on our

useless relics as

if

to polish them. That's triple irony, triple truth.

"American" prose poem as
few perfect European models,

In "Time", as close to a perfect

anyone has come (there are quite

a

see Benedikt's useful anthology. The Prose Poem),
strolling along the

Ohio River

— only in

its

we aren't exactly

essences

is

this for-

eign landscape a mirror image of Wright's pastoral American

landscapes
will

do

—

;

just as well for

experience:

we stand overlooking the Ionian Sea
what is crucial and critical to the human

but the place

what was once

The problem

lies

a

weak ankle

is

no longer

a

problem.

elsewhere:

TIME
Once, with

a

weak ankle,

I

tried to walk. All

I

could do

spin slowly a step or two, and then sit down. There
has to be some balance of things that move on the earth.
But this morning a small tern is flying full of his
strength over the Ionian Sea. From where I stand, he

was

have only one wing. There is either something
wrong with my eyes in the sunlight or something unknown to me about the shadow that hangs broken from
his left shoulder. But the shadow is no good to me now.
He has dropped it into the sea. There has to be some
balance of things that move on the earth. But he is not
moving on the earth. Both of my ankles are strong. My

seems

to

hair

gray.

is

Both ankles are strong now,
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all

right.

And the man's

hair

is

gray. Eureka:
is

we can grow stronger again, older, and die but that

only what happens "on the earth" with us. There's another

we

realm
bird.

I

can reach, but only with our eyes and the sign of that

admire Wright's

Biblical

wisdom now: "There

is

either

something wrong with my eyes in the sunlight or something unknown to me about the shadow that hangs broken from his left
shoulder." Wright goes on

where most

of us stop: the definition

what is unknown is not left open. If we have eyes to see, we
must see that shadow hanging broken that has in turn been
dropped by the bird into the sea. As useless for the man as for the
of

—

now. But anything left out of that sequence
let no one
accuse Wright of falling into prose diction, slack rhythms
is
going to impair our vision. I am reminded of Miroslav Holub's simbird

—

ilar

gesture, "for

unknown

reasons." But that

is

a starting point,

Holub doesn't stop there. Nor, now, does Wright. Or, as Madeleine Doran has pointed out in a splendid book on related matters, "It

the

little;

and

has

sea).

little

man

accumulation of

in the

"None

human experience" (some,

but

poem is aware he's bounded by bird and sun

of mythology,"

Doran continues, "nothing

therefore to have been clothed in poetic vesture" (Something About

What Wright has done for us here is to leave a carefully marked-off grid of where we stand in respect to other objects and subjects; alert, alive, our weak ankles on the mend, but

Swans,

p. 88).

wrong. I'm reminded here
of a statement Wright himself made in a symposium on Chinese
poetry a while ago: "Living as we do in a time when our imaginations have been threatened with numbness and our moral beings
nearly shattered by the moral ghastliness of public events and
not all-knowing, all-seeing, or even

private corruptions,
lieve

we

all

turn naturally

— and necessarily,

I

be-

— to a tradition of poetry like the Chinese. However they

differ in time

and

place,

they share an abiding radiance,

a

tender-

ness for places and persons and for other living creatures; they

seem

have saved their souls in the most violent circumstances"
("Chinese Poetry & the American Imagination," Ironwood 17, p.
to

Coming across this quote, thought might be at a good stopping point, when stumbled across "Yes, But"on the way back to
10).

I

I

I

the shelf with This Journey:
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YES,

Even
Even
I

BUT

were true.
if
were dead and buried in Verona,
believe would come out and wash my face
if it
I

I

In the chill spring.

would appear
Between noon and four, when nearly
Everybody else is asleep or making love.
I

believe

And

all

I

Germans turned down,

the

Muffled, chained,

Then

the

Come

plump

the motorcycles

still.

Adige by San Giorgio

lizards along the

out and gaze.

Unpestered by temptation, across the water.
I

would

sit

among them and

The golden mosquitoes

Why

should

we

sit

join

them

in leaving

alone.

by the Adige and destroy

Anything, even our enemies, even the prey

God caused

to glitter for us

Defenseless

in the

sun?

We

are not exhausted.

Or

sick at heart.

We

are in

We

love lightly,

are not angry, or lonely,

lightly.

We know we

are shining.

Though we cannot see one another.
The wind doesn't scatter us,
Because our very lungs have

Away
Long

We

like leaves

down

fallen

and drifted

the Adige,

ago.

breathe

light.

What's happening on one level, realize, is simply can t let
go of the book, the poems. just want to copy them all out by
hand, put them through my system. But something else is happening here, and in the other two poems want to quote fin a
I

I

I

I

momentl
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as

I

bring this review to a close, that

is

an important

qualification of

what have been
I

trying to learn from this

won-

"We are not exhausted. We are not angry, or lonely,/
Or sick at heart./ We are in love lightly, lightly. We know we are
shining,/ Though we cannot see each other." Ah. "In love lightly,
lightly." That's it! The missing word whispered twice lest we fail
derful book.

to

understand the stage direction.

We had marched on too vigor-

ously in the opposite direction, toward

all

that

wisdom and un-

derstanding of our "humble" place. "Lightly, lightly," or

would not

attain

what the Middle Ages

called

"measure"

we

— that

less-than-perfect balance because one pulled back at the precise

moment one might wish

to continue. Call

it

that one last turn in

the door, expected perhaps, but necessary before finality can set
in:

HONEY
My

father died at the age of eighty.

One

of the last
things he did in his life was to call his fifty-eight-yearold son-in-law "honey." One afternoon in the early
1930's,

when

I

bloodied

my head by pitching over a wall

bottom of a hill and believed that the mere sight of
my own blood was the tragic meaning of life, heard my
father offer to murder his future son-in-law. His sonin-law is my brother-in-law, whose name is Paul. These
two grown men rose above me and knew that a human

at the

I

murder. They weren't fighting about Paul's love
for my sister. They were fighting with each other because one strong man, a factory worker, was laid off
from his work, and the other strong man, the driver of a
coal truck, was laid off from his work. They were both
determined to live their lives, and so they glared at each
other and said they were going to live, come hell or high
water. High water is not trite in southern Ohio. Nothing is trite along a river. My father died a good death. To
die a good death means to live one's life. I don't say a
good life.
life is

I

If

say a

life.

his father hadn't

sweet sadness
read

it

gotten around to "honey,"

in that, the

—

oh the

heart-clenching fun: have someone

aloud to you and you will bang your thigh in laughter!

—
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there d be nothing to care about, to regret, at the moment
of
completion, of forgiveness, of a man finding the almost-perfect
use of a word like honey. That, coupled with the insistence at
the end, I don t say a good life./ 1 say a life," puts us on the right
island.

Finally, finally

want

to close

— may Wright forgive me this doubling —

with the poem

This journey closes on:

A WINTER DAYBREAK ABOVE VENCE
The

night's drifts

Pile

up below

down

Slide

me and

the

hill,

behind

my

rise again,

back.

and build

dunes on the roof of the house.
In the valley below me.
Miles between me and the town of St.-Jeannet,
The road lamps glow.
Eerie

little

They

are so cold, they might as well be dark.

Trucks and cars
Cough and drone down there between the golden
Coffins of greenhouses, the startled squawk

Of

A

a

rooster claws heavily across

grove, and drowns.

The gumming

And

a

man

True night

snarl of

bitterly shifts his
still

A
A
I

broken gears.

hands on.

Mist cluttered with

Now

some grouchy dog sounds.

a racket of its

own.

on the mountainside,

little

way downhill among

square takes form

hear

a

in

turning rocks,

the side of a dim wall.

bucket rattle or something, tinny.

No

other stirring behind the dim face

Of

the goatherd's house.

His goats are

Of

sleeping,

imagine

dreaming

the fresh roses

Beyond the

And
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still

I

walls of the greenhouse below

of lettuce leaves opening in Tunisia.

them

I

I

turn, and

somehow

Impossibly hovering in the

air

The Mediterranean, nearer
Than this mountain is.

A voice clearly
me to snap out of

over everything.

to the

moon

Shines.
Tells

Galway

it.

Mutters out of the house and up the stone stairs
To start the motor. The moon and the stars
Suddenly

and the whole mountain

flicker out,

Appears, pale as

a shell.

Look, the sea has not fallen and broken

Our

How

heads.

Here

Scarcely believe

warm

it,

and yet

I

have

I

can

to, this is

up from the stone.
body mumbles something unseemly

My
And

On

feel so

I

dead center of January?

in the

The only

can

life

I

have.

follows me.

I

get

Now we

are sitting here strangely

top of the sunlight.

I'm not sure anything needs to be said here. Perhaps only,

from reveling in its comic landscape and enjoying Kinnell
and Wright in their own "On the Road" show, foolishly, touchaside

ingly sticking out of the cut-out landscape in a sort of Godot-like
stance, that

it

brings together with the force of brevity

themes of Wright's work:
have to, this is/ The only life

large

"I

I

I

Levitation,

can Scarcely believe
/

have.

I

it,

all

the

and yet

get up from the stone."

commence!
Stuart Friebert
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CONTRIBUTORS
MARGARET ATWOOD's
recent novel

is

most
Bodily Harm and

her most recent collection of poems is True Stories. She will be
visiting

Oberlin on

a

one-week res-

idency this spring.

DICK BARNES's new collection,
A Lake On The Earth, appeared
from Momentum Press last fall.

poems, The Book of Games, from
Jazz Press. He is the editor and
translator, with Sara Schyfter, of
the bilingual anthology Recent
Poetry of Spain, to be published
this year with the help of a grant
from the New York State Council
on the Arts.

CAROL MUSKE

has been teach-

He teaches medieval literature and

ing in the University of California

Pomona, and
plays the washboard and sings
with the Real Time jazz Band.

at

winter. She has just completed

MARILYN JOHNSON,

poet and

BENJAMIN PERET

Redbook

our readers from previous appearances and from the indispensable

creative writing at

journalist,

works

for

magazine. "I have a piece of humor/' she writes, "that's coming
out in August in a collection called
Single States (Ballantine; Peter
Kaplan is the editor)."

third

President of a

Second Vice
insurance com-

is

life

pany in Lincoln, Nebraska. His
most recent collection of poems is
Sure Signs, from Pittsburgh. Buzzard Voices, a chapbook, is forthcoming from The Bieler Press in
Minnesota.

The

selections

from

FEDERICO

GARCIA LORCA's

Poet in New
York require the following ac-

knowledgement: "From Lorca's
Obras Completas, copyright Herederos de Federico Garcia Lorca
1954. Used by permission of New

Directions

Publishing

Corp.,
agents for the Lorca family." Their

LOUIS HAMMER,
author of a new collection

translator,

the

is

of

this
a

book of poems, Wyndmere.
is

known

to

FIELD Translation Series, From the Hidden
Storehouse. About the present secollection in the

lection

KEITH HOLLAMAN,

ret's translator,

TED KOOSER

Program

Irvine Writing

"The excerpts

Pe-

writes as follows:

from Les quatres elements, which were completed in Mexico City in 1945. Peare

by during the war
Mexico (he was not

ret just scraped

years

in

granted entry into the U.S. because of his political activity),
earning a living proofreading
Spanish. This material was not actually published until 1958 in Paris
in a 60-page volume called Histoire naturelle."

The new

translations of

RAINER

MARIA

RILKE's late uncollected
poems by FRANZ WRIGHT will
appear in the next volume in the

FIELD Translation

Unknown
this

Rilke,

Series,

scheduled

The
for

summer.
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DENNIS SCHMITZ

appears frequently in FIELD. His most recent
collection

String, and his next

is

be called Singing. He lives and
teaches in Sacramento, California.

will

BRUCE WEIGL,
student,

now

minion University

is

Dean

dents at Bard College.

of Stu-

tor.

He

is

just finishing

poems,

up

a

new

to be called

Surrounding Blues.

—

Teachers and Writers
"Teaching Poetry by Corruption"
and "Learning Language by Invention"
reflect his interest in
writing, literature and education.

—

We
for

CHARLES

SIMIC's
is

latest

Austerities,

CHARLES WRIGHT

asked

some information about Leoand he responded

pardi,

lows:

poem

is

Two recent

articles in

of

in Virginia,

active as a poet, reviewer and edicollection of

PETER SEARS

former Oberlin
teaching at Old Doa

as fol-

"Giacomo Leopardi, Count

book

(1798-1837), born at Recanati,

from

the

Braziller.

March

of Ancona.

in

The poems

that constitute his ticket to great-

ness are only about 40, some fragmentary. For the most part they

By coincidence, WILLIAM STAFFORD'S work is featured three
times in this issue: in the poems he

and 'impassioned addresses,' gen-

contributed, in Dick Barnes's arti-

erally highly lyrical. Usually con-

cle,

and in Alberta Turner's review of the new collection, A Class

sidered one of the 2 or 3 greatest
Italian poets since Dante. Often

Face in the Rain. This summer
another collection. Smoke's Way:
Poems from Limited Editions

comes over

1968-1981,

Wolf
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Press.

will

appear from Gray

are

odes,

meditative soliloquies

as overly romantic in

English but his Italian

is

electric.

His shadow over Italian poetry

is

long and forbidding for about 100
years."

ERRATUM
our fall issue's Contributors Notes we mistakenly reported that JAROSLAV SEIFERT, the disIn

tinguished Czech poet,
is,

in fact,

very

much

was no longer

alive.

living.

He

This piece of misin-

formation was entirely our own responsibility,
and we apologize to Mr. Seifert and to Miroslav
Holub, who had very kindly supplied us with
texts, translations and (always accurate) information about contemporary Czech poets.
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